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CAMPUS I NEWS 
Bash at the Big House 
draws largest crowd to see Lakers 
It was perfect football weather, sunny 
and crisp on November 6, when Grand 
Valley took on Michigan Tech in Ann 
Arbor. The Bash at the Big House drew 
more than 50,000 people, the largest ever 
for a Grand Valley match and the second 
largest to witness an NCAA Division II 
football game. The cheers from the 
massive crowd were electri fy ing as the 
players took the field. The two-time 
defending NCAA Division II National 
Championship Lakers claimed victory with 
a final score of 24-7, dealing the Huskies 
their first loss of the season. 
Excitement for the match-up started 
building months before the big game, with 
tickets beginning to sell as earl y as July. 
The Alumni Relations Office held its 
biggest tailgate ever, selling more than 
2,300 tickets. Four buses packed with 
alumni and fans made the trip from 
Allendale to Ann Arbor. The tailgate party 
was held across from Michigan Stadium at 
Ann Arbor Pioneer High School. 
Part of the crowd of more than 50,000 celebrate a Laker touchdown. 
University officials, the Laker Marching 
Band and Laker cheerleaders joined 
thousands of fa ns under two huge tents. 
Brent Ashcroft, '92, sports director at 
Fox 17 in Grand Rapids, and Mayor Dan 
Balice, '82, of Ionia, hosted the tailgate 
program. The pair interviewed President 
Mark A. Murray, athleti c 
director Tim Selgo and 
the voice of Laker 
Football Dick Ne lson. 
They also raffled off 45 
different prizes. Eric 
Lynch , '98, former 
Detroit Lion and recent 
inductee into the Irwin 
Athletic Hall of Fame at 
The atmosphere was electric as the Lakers emerged from 
the tunnel to take the field. 
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Grand Valley, was on hand to sign 
autographs. 
Tailgate sponsors included Crain 's 
Detroit Business , ADAC Plastics Inc., 
Miller Canfield Paddock and Stone PLC, 
Custom Printers and Farm Bureau 
Insurance. The bus trip was sponsored 
by Meijer. 
Representatives from Grand Valley 's 
Padnos College of Engineering showed 
off the exciting side of a career in 
engineering as part of the Michigan Youth 
Engineering & Science Expo, which was 
held in the Cris ler Arena in Ann Arbor in 
conjunction with the game. 
CAMPUS I NEWS 
Grand Valley professor in national spotlight: 
video games reinforce criminal lifestyle 
Missouri's most violent criminals can 
no longer play video games that simulate 
murders, carjackings and the killing of 
police officers. In December, prison 
offi cials at the Jefferson County 
Correctional Center in Jefferson City 
pu lled 35 of more than 80 Sony 
PlayStation 2 games from the recreation 
center. 
Jim Houston , a professor of crimin al 
justi ce at Grand Valley, is a source 
national media turns to for expert 
opinion on prisons, jails and gangs. The 
Kansas City Star contacted Houston who 
said he was surprised violent video 
games would be allowed in the hands of 
Six Wives: The Queens of Henry VIII 
(Harper Collins, 2003) 
by David Starkey 
Pau l Lane, professor of 
marketing, said the author of 
Six Wives has the incredible abili ty 
to turn a tome into a suspense 
thri ller and still fo llow history. He 
said the confusion and changes 
that lead to the seating of 
Elizabeth I on the English throne 
are fascinating . 
violent prisoners. "These kinds of games 
reinforce a criminal lifes tyle that caused 
them to get into prison in the first 
place," he said . 
Houston, who teaches corrections 
management and criminal justi ce policy, 
said inmates in a max imum-security 
prison have already gone over the line 
and aren ' t afraid to engage in violence. 
He said certain video games that teach 
problem solving or creative thinking can 
be benefi cial to inmates, but said he has 
never heard of prisoners being able to 
play video games that simulate brutal 
killings . 
Jim Houston 
----
The Secret Life of Bees 
(Penguin Books, 2002) 
by Sue Monk Kidd 
Nanette Lee Reynolds, senior 
advisor to the president, said the 
book, set in South Carol ina, is 
about a seemingly hopeless child 
who has lost her mother. Three 
black beekeeping sisters take her 
in as their own, nourish her soul, 
and watch as, over time, she solves 
the puzzle of life - enduring love. 
HENDRIK 
HE RTZ BERG 
O bservations 6- Argumcnu, 
1966-2004 
Politics: Observations & 
Arguments, 1966-2004 
(The Penguin Press, 2004) 
by Hendrik Hertzberg 
Dan Royer, associate professor 
and chair of the Writing 
Department said Politics is a great 
co llection of nearly 40 years of 
Hertzberg's work, covering nearly 
everyone from Jerry Garcia to 
Rush Limbaugh. He said the essay 
on Bob Dole alone is worth the 
price of the book. 
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CAMPUS I NEWS 
Mock disaster puts 
Grand Valley and safety officials into AC77DII 
Shortly after 3 p.m. on October 28, a 
plane flew over Lubbers Stadium releasing 
sarin gas causing sickness and even death to 
those below. The plane returned later 
releasing small pox! That was the scene 
officials had to respond to as Grand Valley 
State University held a mock disaster, 
simul ating the terrorist incident. 
The purpose of the drill was to coordinate 
the response of the university to a major 
incident on campus. Twenty area agencies 
were involved. The Ottawa County 
Emergency Operations Center and public 
safety agencies throughout the county were 
activated. Campus departments, including 
Athletics, Housing and Residence Life, 
Student Life, News and Information 
Services, Business Services and Risk 
Management, Facilities Services, Fieldhouse 
Management and Public Safety played a role 
in the drill. Officials from 20 area agencies respond to different scenarios during a mock disaster. 
Grand Valley students and staff were part 
of the 140 volunteers who were briefed of 
their fate before the mock disaster began. 
Participants were given their symptoms, 
ranging from minor injuries to death. The 
response by safety officials was evaluated 
by a team of experts; a report is being 
compiled that will outline successes and 
recommendations. 1 
The university received a grant from the 
Department of Homeland Security to 
conduct the drill. 
Grand Valley and YMCA working on a deal 
You can' t miss the construction of the 
new YMCA across from Grand Valley's Pew 
Grand Rapids Campus, and Y officials say 
the Grand Valley community is critical to the 
new building's long-term success. 
The university and the Y have formed a 
committee that is developing the 
components of a mutually beneficial 
partnership. 
"This is going to be a spectacular facility 
right next to our downtown campus," said 
Bob Stoll, director of Student Life who 
chairs the Grand Valley committee. "We're 
just beginning to identify all the possibilities 
for the university community to take 
advantage of the services and recreational 
programs that will be available at the new 
downtown Y." 
The downtown Grand Rapids YMCA is slated to open in the spring. 
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The David D. Hunting YMCA on Lake 
Michigan Drive will be a 150,000 square 
foot environmentally friendly building 
featuring so many activities under one roof 
that it will be the first Y of its kind in West 
Michigan. A large portion of the facility 
facing Lake Michigan is glass, so passersby 
will be able to see the family pool with a 
water slide. The building will also house a 
teen center, a climbing wall, an indoor 
soccer field , basketball courts, racquetball 
courts and a running track. When it opens in 
May, it wi ll be filled with all new exercise 
equipment and a daycare facility with room 
for 120 children . 
The opportunity for students in business, 
education, movement science, marketing and 
a variety of other programs at Grand Valley 
to have internships or jobs with the Y is 
tremendous. The university also has a large 
pool of potential members to take advantage 
of the new Y with a membership that would 
then be good at all the other Y s in West 
Michigan and across the country. 
CAMPUS I NEWS 
Grand Valley's admissions and technology leader 
remembered as one of the architects of 
present-day Grand Valley 
-------------------------•••--------------------------
Robert W. Fletcher, the man 
who is given much credit for the 
tremendous growth in students and 
the cutting-edge technology at 
Grand Valley, died on December 
22, 2004. He is survived by his 
wife Pat and four children. 
A memorial was held January 
18 in the Cook-DeWitt Center on 
the Allendale Campus. 
Fletcher, 56, spent 25 years 
lending hi s energy, leadership and 
ins ight to the uni versity. As vice 
provost and dean of Academic 
Services, Fletcher oversaw 
Admi ss ions, Information 
Technology and Financial Aid . 
"Bob Fletcher was key to the 
high quality of this uni versity," 
said President Mark A. Murray. 
"The breadth of hi s responsibiliti es 
were testimony to the breadth of 
his skill s and judgment." 
M urray recogni zes the systems 
that Fletcher put into place have 
helped make Grand Vall ey an 
access ible institution for students 
Bob Fletcher at the Ca lder Art Center in 1998. 
and fa mili es. "He always brought 
student-centered values, creati vity and 
hard work to every issue. His steady 
hand , keen inte ll ect and legendary 
intuit ion were a rare combination. We 
are all the better because he was with us. 
He was a sk ill ed and enjoyable 
colleague. We will mi ss him greatl y." 
Fletcher j oined Grand Valley in l 979 
as associate director of Admissions . He 
left in l 985 to take a job at Ball State 
University but found himself back 
spearheading the programs in All endale 
less than a year later. Fletcher re turned 
as dean of Academic Services and under 
hi s guidance, Grand Valley streamlined 
its registration and fin ancial a id systems. 
In 1986, Grand Valley 's enrollment 
was 8,36 1. Today it stands at 22,063. He 
also oversaw the convers ion of Grand 
Va ll ey to a wireless campus. 
"There was no better mind in the 
fie lds of admi ssions and computers than 
Bob's," said Arend D. Lubbers, president 
emeritus of Grand Valley. "In fac t, he 
was one of the best in Ameri ca. Yet hi s 
contributi ons to develop and manage the 
growth of Grand Valley are something 
people outside of the uni versity wouldn ' t 
see or attribute to him. Those of us who 
worked with him and depended on 
him know how important he was to 
the university and to us," Lubbers 
continued . 
Fle tcher earned a Master of 
Science in Ed ucational 
Admini stra ti on and a Bachelor of 
Science in History fro m Northern 
Illinois U ni versity. He moved to 
hi s current position as vice 
provost and dean of academic 
services in 2002. 
"There was no one better at 
recruitment than Bob," said Glenn 
Niemeyer, provost and vi ce 
president for Academic Affairs 
emeritus. "He introduced many 
innovations such as giving 
fin ancial aid di sks to students so 
they could fi gure out what it would 
cost to attend Grand Va ll ey or any 
other coll ege. lt was hi s idea to get 
high schoo l coun selors to visit 
campus and that rea ll y turned 
things around fo r Gra nd Valley. In 
the area of IT, Bob was always 
putting the case before us about 
what we needed to do. We had 
confidence in Bob's advice and that 's 
why Grand ValJ ey is where it is." 
Neimeyer was also a good frie nd of 
Fletcher's and sa id, "Bob was hu morous , 
witty, loyal and generous. He was very 
committed to Grand Vall ey. He was a 
good fr iend and I will miss him a lot." 
Lubbers gives Fletcher much pra ise 
for being one of the key architects of 
Grand Valley. "When you look at all the 
people who helped build Grand Vall ey, 
he was one of the guys who was behind 
the scenes , do ing things no one else 
could ," Lubbers remembered . 
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CAMPUS I NEWS 
Grand Valley presents 40-year service awards 
In 2004, Grand Valley reached a new 
milestone. For the first time in its hi story, 
the univers ity presented awards to 
employees with 40 years of service. 
The three, John Scherff, Carl Bajema 
and Don VanderJagt, came to Grand Valley 
in 1964 - the second year the institution 
was open to students. 
Scherff is Grand Valley 's longest-serving 
employee. He started as a groundskeeper 
and is now maintenance supervisor and 
project manager. He spearheaded the Plant 
Services Personnel Scholarship fu nd, which 
John Scherff 
helps Grand Valley's facilities workers 
send their children to college. He is a 
native of the Netherlands and serves on the 
Coopersvi lle City Council. 
Bajema is a biology professor who 
studies evolution and the environment. Hi s 
current research focu ses largely on 
environmental history. He spends much 
time searching the microfilm of old 
newspapers published before 193 1 to 
obtain news accounts re lating to 
environmental hi story of Michigan and the 
Carl Bajema 
Regional support brings 
WGVU Digital Campaign to success 
The campaign to convert the region's 
onl y public television station to di gital 
technology reached its $6.5 million doll ar 
project goal in November 2004. Generous 
support was received from public 
te levi sion viewers across West and 
Southwest Michigan. 
Nearly 4,000 individual, corporate and 
foundation donors from throughout the 
WGVU viewing area provided the needed 
support for the station to make the leap into 
the digita l future. Grant support was also 
provided by the Corporation for Public 
Broadcasting and the U.S. Department of 
Commerce NTIA-PTFP. 
"Thi s was a tremendous effort by people 
across the reg ion," said President Mark A. 
Murray. "It shows the high regard that the 
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region has for public television and the 
value it brings. The potential of our digital 
telev ision future has been recognized ." 
Michael Walenta, general manager of 
WGVU-TV explained, "Today you are 
limited to one program. With digital, you 
will have four or more selections that can 
be s imultaneously tran smitted ." 
"The digital future is going to allow us 
to interact with our television," said Joel J. 
Orosz, one of the campaign chairs. "It will 
give us choices we never had before." 
Prior to the conversion , WGVU reached 
1.5 million people. With the conversion , it 
will reach more than 2 .7 million. 
The digital campaign was divided into 
four regions. Kevin T. Kabat chaired the 
Grand Rapids region; Robert L. Kersman , 
Grand River valley. In the process, he 
amassed one of the greatest archives of 
African-American history in the nation. 
VanderJagt is a mathematics professor 
who came to Grand Valley after teaching 
for two years at Central College in Pella, 
Iowa. During his tenure at Grand Valley, he 
spent 25 years as chair of the Mathematics 
and Computer Science department. He is 
currently the institutional representative to 
the NCA A, serving as Grand Valley's 
faculty athletic representative. 
Don Vander Jagt 
Muskegon; Martha M . U pjohn and Joel J. 
Orosz, Kalamazoo; and Meg Miller Wi llit, 
Holland/Lakeshore. 
Hi ghlights from the campaign included 
a successfu l challenge from the Charles W. 
Loosemore Foundation in Grand Rapids 
th at inspired 1,600 donors and generated 
$1.5 million from Kent County donors; a 
challenge from the Irving S. Gilmore 
Foundat ion that generated nearly $900,000 
from 900 donors in Kalamazoo and 
surrounding communities; and gifts from 
donors in Muskegon, Holland and 
lakeshore communities. 
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Study matches nursing students with area elderly 
for long-term assessments 
When Doug VanderKamp 's parents were 
in their 70s , they began showing signs of 
dementia. 
"My dad began to show signs when he 
was 75 . He would drive and get lost, or get 
his pills mixed up with my mother 's," said 
VanderKamp, 84 of Grand Rapids. 
Although he is physically fit, 
VanderKamp worries about dementia, 
which led him to volunteer for a Grand 
Valley study that matches nursing students 
with senior citizens over a two-year period. 
with assessments for 
depression, anxiety 
and chronic illness. 
Students also gather 
community 
resources to help 
senior citizens 
remain independent. 
i 
i, 
~ 
;Jo. g.. 
;! Grand Valley 's Kirkhof College of 
Nursing received grants from the Hartford 
Foundation and American Association of 
Colleges of Nursing to improve the 
college's gerontology curriculum. Along 
with changes to nursing courses, nursing 
faculty members and others from Grand 
Valley created a clinical piece - the 
Longitudinal Elderly Assessment Initiative. 
Cindy Beel-
Bates, associate 
nursing professor 
and project 
coordinator, recruits 
elderly volunteers 
from various senior 
communities 
throughout Grand 
Rapids, including 
"" __ _, ... [ 
"We had this grand idea to let the 
students follow an older person the whole 
time they are in clinical rotations ," said 
Rebecca Veltman, assistant nursing 
professor. "It would prove to be a positive 
aging experience." 
Students in four upper-level nursing 
classes are required to meet with their 
senior citizen three or four times a 
semester, continuing through four 
semesters. Visits begin with a health 
assessment and health history and continue 
Kirkhof College of Nursing student Sara Mott talks with Doug 
VanderKamp during a hea lth assessment at Lincoln Square 
Retirement Community in Grand Rapids. 
Ransom Towers, Marsh Ridge, Pine Oak, 
Covenant Village and Lincoln Square. 
Beel-Bates said building professional 
relationships will benefit both nursing 
students and senior citizens. 
"Sometimes, students have 
preconceptions of working with older 
people," she said. "When they only see 
older adults in the hospital or nursing 
homes, it reinforces stereotypes of 
dementia and Alzheimer's disease. In fact , 
only 5 percent of elderly are in nursing 
homes." 
Sara Mott has worked with 
VanderKamp for two semesters. To help 
ease his worries about dementia, Mott 
gives VanderKamp activities to keep his 
mind active. 
"It was the same thing we did in my 
family with my grandmother," Mott said. 
"Some people say you should leave your 
personal life out of it, but if I can help in 
any way - even by explaining my family 
history - I will." 
More than 60 nursing students are 
matched with senior citizens. The first 
students to participate in the study will 
graduate in April. Beel-Bates said she 
hopes the project leads some students to 
specialize in gerontology. 
Gracki and Neal retire 
John Gracki 
After 34 years 
of service, John 
Gracki retired in 
December from 
administration at 
Grand Valley. 
Gracki came to the 
university to teach 
chemistry in 1970. 
He served as dean 
of Arts and 
Sciences in 1976 
and became associate vice president for 
Academic Affairs in 1978. Gracki became 
the interim provost for Grand Valley in May 
2001 , before the appointment of Gayle 
Davis in July 
2002. Retirement 
is a relative term 
for Gracki; he 
continues to teach 
chemistry at 
Grand Valley and 
arguably remains 
the university 's 
number one 
football fan . 
Bill Neal, 
Bill Neal 
professor of geology, retired in December 
after 33 years of teaching. Neal taught 
more than a dozen different courses, 
developing two of them: Environmental 
Geology and Living with the Great Lakes. 
He was the recipient of the Michigan 
Association of Governing Boards ' 
Outstanding Faculty Award in 1985. In 
1993, he was the co-recipient of the Award 
for Outstanding Contribution to Public 
Understanding of Geology, presented by 
the American Geological Institute. Neal 
has co-edited and co-authored over 20 
books in the Duke University Press 
"Living with the Shore Series." He has 
also co-authored several chapters for books 
on coastal geology and risk assessment. 
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Athlete Profile: Dane Gallagher 
The Laker experience: A river runs through it-by Tom oeary 
Though most of us know the 
human body consists mostly of water 
and a little of a few other things, we 
never seem to get away from those 
subtle digs about H20. When you 
and I disagree, you're all wet (unless, 
of course, I tell you to "dry up" first). 
My trouble could indicate I'm up a 
creek without a paddle. Your lack of 
intelligence suggests you don't have 
both oars in the water. 
But the fact of the matter is none of us 
can really live without water, especially 
senior Dane Gallagher of St. Joseph, who 
jumped right into it in his first week as a 
Grand Valley student more th an three years 
ago. Gallagher is a top member of the 
Grand Valley Rowing Club, a diehard 
co llection of athletes who train throughout 
the year to compete in a sport many had 
never heard of before coming to Allendale. 
"My second day here I joined," 
Gallagher explained. "My sister had been a 
Grand Valley student and she was the one 
who told me about rowing." Though 
Gallagher had a bit of a head start with his 
knowledge of the school program, he had 
never been in a boat before he arrived for 
college. "I wrestled in high schoo l and 
played footba ll and ran track," he said. "I 
watched (rowing) in the Olympics when I 
was in middle school and always thought 
I'd like to g ive it a try." 
It was neither love nor go ld medal s on 
Dane's initial foray into the froth. "My first 
race was crazy. We were in Rockford, 
Illinois, and it was cold with choppy water 
and the waves were crashing over the 
boat," he laughed. "For a while I was 
wondering what I was doing, but after that 
race it got a lot better." Since then , 
Gallagher has competed for Grand Valley 's 
team in Loui siana, Ohio, Massachusetts 
and Pennsy lvani a, and intern at ionall y in 
Canada, England and Croatia . "At some of 
the big schoo ls rowing is a typica l NCAA-
governed sport," he said . "But by being a 
club sport here (one in which parti cipants 
are responsible for much of the cost of 
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Dane Gallagher 
competing) we can do th ings schools like 
the Univers ity of Wiscons in and Purdue 
can't. They can only take trips out of the 
country once every two years; we can go 
when we want as long as we can afford it." 
To that end, crew members are often 
Grand Valley is good about giving us 
enough to do." 
Since coming to Allendale, Gallagher 
has competed in two-, four- and eight-man 
crews. Typica ll y, races consist of lengths 
of 2,000 to 5,000 meters, and happily, the 
"We've got a very good course .. . which allows us 
enough river for any training we need." 
- Dane Ga llagher 
seen on campus doing the things that will 
pay their fre ight. On an average fa ll 
Saturday in Allendale you' II see Grand 
Valley footba ll players cleaning up on 
gridi ron opponents . Afterwards, said 
Ga ll agher, you' ll see rowers cleaning up 
the mess left in the stadium. "We don't 
mind working to raise money and 
club training faci lity is just seconds away 
from campus - on the Grand River. "It 's 
reall y amazing to have our boathouse just 
minutes from where some of us live," he 
pointed out. "I know the team at Michigan 
has to climb in cars or vans every day just 
to go somewhere to practice." And while 
the Grand River snakes through 
Grand Valley rows to victory against U-M and MSU. 
Michigan's lower peninsula with a 
seemingly endless array of turns and 
curves, it behaves well near the main 
Grand Valley campus. "We've got a very 
good course," said Gallagher, "probably 
about 4,000 meters, which allows us 
enough river for any training we need." 
Gallagher's coach, Chad Jedlic, says 
Dane embodies the pioneering spirit of the 
students who have taken up the sport. 
"Dane didn ' t have rowing experience 
when he joined us, but he did have a 
successful background in wrestling," 
Jedlic recalled. "He 's been a phenomenal 
athlete for us." Jedlic cites Gallagher's 
"unique mental approach" as a critical 
factor in his success. "Dane treats rowing 
as his reward for doing his school work," 
said Jedlic of the education major. "He's 
always been a top student and is someone 
who will be successful in rowing if he 
decides to stay with it after college." 
With one spring season left at Grand 
Valley, Gallagher is looking forward to 
2005 and hopes to leave hi s mark on the 
competition he ' ll face . He' ll concentrate 
I 
ATHLETE I PROFILE 
on competing with his friend Rob Johnson 
in pairs and wants to continue in the fours 
and eights and indoor competitions (on 
Concept2 indoor rowers) as well . But 
mostly, he looks forward to improving his 
skills at the sport he calls addictive. "It 's a 
big challenge that requires patience and 
persistence," he said. "The boats are in 
very delicate condition , and can easily 
crack in half if they fill up with water." 
Even now, the thought of being in the 
Grand up to his neck after a long winter 's 
melt sends a shiver up his spine. Because 
as Dane Gallagher has found out: after 
rowing baptizes you, it's best just to go 
with the fl ow. 
Dane Gallagher 
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Artist Profile: Ben Lockerd 
Locke rd in Love - by Gleaves Whitney 
For Ben Lockerd, it started with 
Shakespeare - the encounter with 
poetic genius, the truth about human 
nature, and many of life's mysteries, 
ironies, and delights. 
The Grand Valley English professor 
discovered the Bard as a junior high school 
student struggling through Julius Caesar and 
The Merchant of Venice. He has been hooked 
ever since. In fact, if ever a biography about 
Lockerd were penned, it could be called 
"Lockerd in Love." 
"Shakespeare has always been my 
favorite poet," said the 54-year-old professor. 
"He has such verbal genius and displays 
such a range and depth of understanding. 
Everybody else tries to come up to his 
knees." 
In college, Lockerd discovered another 
poet, Edmund Spenser. Lockerd found 
himself reading more than was required in 
class. "I loved the chivalric adventures and 
felt that there was tremendous depth in the 
allegory that I wanted to explore." 
After college, Lockerd was drafted into 
the army. He confessed, "I was immediately 
marked in basic training as being a bit 
unusual. I had a little copy of The Tempest 
that would fit into the pocket of my fatigues. 
So the other guys called me 'Shakes."' 
Stationed in Nashville, Tennessee, near 
Vanderbilt University's library, Lockerd 
relentlessly pursued his passion for English 
Renaissance literature. After the army, he 
began doctoral work at the University of 
Connecticut, where he wrote a dissertation 
on Spenser's great poem. (It resulted in a 
book titled The Sacred Marriage, published 
by Bucknell University Press .) 
During his sabbatical next year, Lockerd 
plans to write essays on Shakespeare. One 
topic is the symbolism of the five senses in 
Much Ado about Nothing and King Lear. In 
the plays, the senses we regard as the best 
and highest, namely sight and hearing, 
prove to be unreliable. People are fooled by 
overhearing conversations and seeing events 
at a distance into thinking something fa lse. 
Gloucester, in some ways, knows more 
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Ben Lockerd 
without his sight. "I stumbled when I saw," 
the earl said. 
Lockerd's love of poetry has also led 
him to the works of T. S. Eliot. "I fell in 
love with Eliot's poetry, though I didn ' t 
feel I understood it very well initially. So I 
kept reading Eliot and eventually wrote a 
book titled Aethereal Rumours." In the 
book, Lockerd shows how Eliot aimed to 
reintegrate the material and spiritual sides 
of life, especially in the modern age. He 
currently serves as president of the T. S. 
Eliot Society. 
Ever inspired, Lockerd just 
successfully launched the master's 
program in English, which he directs. 
There are 25 students in the first 
class, many of them full-time high 
school teachers. 
What does Lockerd do when he is 
not reading, teaching or writing? "My 
passion is fly-fishing," he said, "and I 
take annual trips to the Rockies with 
my wife Micheline and some 
combination of our five children . One 
of my goals in life is to fish every stream 
in the Rockies," he laughed, saying that 
would take a couple more life times . 
"Some of my happiest times are fishing 
the lesser known creeks in Montana that 
were haunts of my grandfather 's. I find 
myse lf in absolutely beautiful places and 
stop thinking about anything but where the 
fish might be and the cast I have to make. 
And when the fish rises to take the fly -
that 's a great moment." 
It 's another moment to see Lockerd 
in love. 
DONOR I PROFILE 
Donor profile: Tom and Joyce Wisner 
Couple gives with heart - by Mary Eilleen Lyon 
There are those who see what 
needs to be done and they do it. 
Joyce and Tom Wisner of Ada, 
Michigan, are members of that group 
- t hey see a need and qu iet ly go 
about meeting it. 
And fortunately for Grand Valley, they 
have chosen education as a top priority. 
"Many people who are talented and have 
the smarts, don ' t have the means to get an 
education," acknowledged Tom. "If you can 
give people the means, you are making a 
difference for the community at large." 
The couple is very concerned with two 
areas of education: manufacturing and 
medical. Both areas are personal. Joyce 's 
father, the late Leslie Tassell, was a 
generous philanthropist who made his 
commercial mark in West Michigan with 
his company, Lescoa, an automobile parts 
manufacturing company. He continues to 
make his mark through his foundat ion and 
the spirit of giving that he passed on to his 
family members. "It makes me feel 
wonderful," said Joyce. "I am so happy 
that we are in a position to fund 
scholarships and to give to buildings and 
academic programs." 
The couple has given to the Articu lation 
and Integration of Manufacturing 
Education (AIME) program, which is a 
partnership between Grand Valley, Grand 
Rapids Community College, the Grand 
Rapids Area Pre-College Engi neering 
Program (GRAPCEP) and the Grand 
Rapids Public Schools. The goal is to 
increase the number of students from 
GRPS pursuing manufacturing and 
technical careers. Les Tassell was the lead 
donor for the Tassell Tech Center at GRCC. 
"He believed in manufacturi ng and 
education," Tom said of his father-in-law. 
"He recognized the need for students who 
can work. We need people who receive the 
training to work in the real world, to excel 
at manufacturing jobs and to feed the 
community's economy." 
The real world not only brings work, it 
often brings physical challenges. Because 
of health concerns with Les Tassell, Tom 
Wisner and the Wisners' son, the couple has 
chosen to lend thei r time and treasure to 
improving medical education. "When our 
youngest son was so ill , doctors saved his 
life," shared Joyce. "Father was so ill when 
he was young and my husband had heart 
surgery several years ago. Because of all 
the help we've received, our hearts go out 
to helping students in the medical field." 
In honor of the Tassell family gift, the 
university has named a floor in the Cook-
DeVos Center for Health Sciences. In 
addition, the Wisners have just establi shed 
the Wisner Physical Therapy Scholarship at 
Grand Valley. "It is our way of giving 
back," said Joyce. "We believe in Grand 
Valley and its mission ." 
The couple's giving fo llows a 
philosophy and a hope that education 
received now will pay endless dividends 
down the road to countless people in need 
of medi cal care. "We feel that Grand Valley 
is forward thinking," explained Tom . "We 
are well aware of what the institution is 
doing and its contributions to the 
community. Because Grand Valley is 
invo lved with medical education, it is a 
good connection for us. We support 
students who will go on to help all of us 
in the future." 
The future is definitely more promising 
because of the Wisners, and West Michigan 
is already looking a bit more pleasant and 
playful because of this family's giving tree 
- just go relax at Leslie E. Tassell Park in 
Cascade and think about those among us 
who see what needs to be done and do it. 
Tom and Joyce Wisner and President Mark A. Murray are pictured with Dean Jane Toot and 
professor John Peck of the College of Health Professions. 
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Counselor, educator. PEA~EMA~E~J 
Re~idenl and M ullicullural A ~~i~lanl~ 
help link ~ludenl~ lo univer~il~ life 
- by Dottie Barnes 
"When students feel supported, 
whether academ ica lly, emotiona lly, or 
personal ly, they are better equ ipped 
to meet the chal lenge of academic 
life at Grand Valley." 
- Susan Mendoza-Jones, ass istant director 
of housing for Resident Education 
Mom and Dad worry about all kinds of 
things when their chi ld heads off to college 
- grades, homesickness, partying. But 
Mom and Dad need to remember there is 
someone already in place at the university to 
stand in the gap between home and school. 
Someone who has been training for weeks 
to handle the needs of not only first-year 
students, but all students living on campus. 
There are actuall y 104 of these standout 
students at Grand Valley. They are res ident 
ass istants and multicultural assistants, and 
they are dedicated to their roles. 
"RAs and MAs guide students," said 
Susan Mendoza-Jones, assistant director of 
housing for Residence Education. "They 
help faci litate the adjustment from high 
school to college life, and from co llege life 
to the real world." RAs and MAs are trained 
to assist all students but usually make an 
especially strong bond with freshman. "All 
staff make strong connections with all types 
of residents," said Mendoza-Jones, "but the 
connection is much more immediate with 
first-year students." That connection is, for 
some students, a key factor in their college 
success. "When students feel supported, 
academicaily, emotionally, or personally, 
they are better eq uipped to meet the 
challenge of academic life at Grand 
Vall ey," she sa id. 
Long before any students arrive in 
the fall , intense summer training is 
taking place for the assistants. MAs 
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friend. 
and RAs are chosen from a pool of 
applicants that must have a minimum of a 
2.5 GPA. Once earning the coveted role, 
these student leaders learn how to help 
students through role-playing, simulations, 
and round-table discussions. They are 
instructed in many different areas, 
including active listening skills, 
intercultural competence, conflict 
resolution and emergency response. They 
also learn the purpose of a liberal education 
and how to connect the classroom with 
campus life. RAs and MAs are given 
detail s on the many servi ces that Grand 
Valley offers its students. "There is a 
lot to accomplish during training," 
said Mendoza-Jones . "It 's the 
most complete training a person ever 
receives for a job." 
RAs and MAs live in each of Grand 
Valley's 21 living centers and fi ve 
apartment communities and are responsible 
for the students living on their floor. There 
are specific times when they are "on duty," 
meaning they remain inside during that 
time and "make rounds" periodicall y 
through the building. 
The rol e of the resident assistant is often 
thought of as a police officer of sorts -
someone who is in charge of breaking up 
parties. Mendoza-Jones said that is actually 
a very small part of the responsibility. 
"There are the predictable needs, like 
roommate conflicts," she explained. "But 
many students are not prepared for the 
realities of college life. The needs of 
students have shifted in recent years. Many 
are used to having their own bedrooms, 
bathrooms and televisions. For some, this 
is their first intercultural experience. 
Education can be difficult and challenging. 
RAs and MAs help students negotiate new 
experiences and challenges while 
connecting them to the Grand Valley 
community." 
The position of multicultural assistants 
was created at Grand Valley in 1990 with 
the purpose of promoting the 
understanding of differences and creating a 
safe place for students of diverse 
backgrounds. There are about 2,000 
undergraduate minority students at Grand 
Valley. MAs have similar responsibilities 
as RAs, but they also plan programs that 
enhance diversity awareness. "These are 
very dedicated students," said Mendoza-
Jones. "The more students are exposed to 
diversity in thought and culture, the more 
prepared students will be to leave 
Grand Valley and positively 
impact their communities 
as alumni." 
RAs and MAs receive 
free room and board, but 
Mendoza-Jones points out 
that students take on 
the position and 
responsibility because 
they care. She said the 
team of MAs and RAs 
become a community. 
"They share common experiences with 
one another," she said. "They work 
selflessly to support the students, while at 
the same time they learn life lessons whi ch 
hone and sharpen their leadership sk ill s 
and sense of purpose. They are Grand 
Valley." 
"The campus climate is changing as 
more students of color become 
involved and active at Grand Valley." 
- Sharese Shannon, Multicultural Assistant 
Sharese Shan non has a room full of 
smiley faces . You could call it her 
trademark - yellow smiley faces on her 
wall, her comforter, her posters - pretty 
much everywhere. Her bright and cheery 
room and her favorite smiley-faced chair 
make for an inviting atmosphere fo r 
students who might come to ask for her 
advice or just sit and chat awhile. This is 
Shannon 's thi rd year as a Multi cul tural 
Assistant, a ro le she has worked hard at 
and takes very seriously. "MAs are like 
cultural peacemakers," said Shannon. "We 
strive to help break down barriers." 
The Lansing native, a senior majoring 
in Public and Nonprofit Admini stration, is 
well-known in Kistler, her living center, 
and around campus. She is recogni zed by 
most of the students she passes on the way 
to class . "Being an MA is like living in a 
fi shbowl," she said laughing. "We' re 
looked at as role-models, as an example. 
Our behavior cannot be hypocritical." 
Shannon has great ambition fo r the 
future. "I plan to attend graduate school 
and study leadership and education 
Sharese Shannon 
administration," she sa id. "I would like to 
be a clean or the president of a university." 
That wasn' t always the case. This 
motivated and self-assured young woman 
admits that attending college proved to be a 
tough transition for her. Shannon loved the 
beauty of the campus when she visited 
whi le in high school and was excited to 
come to Grand Valley. But she started to 
struggle during the second semester of her 
freshman year. 
"It wasn' t easy coming from Lansing to 
Allendale," she remembered. "I developed 
Susan Mendoza-Jones visits with a group of MAs and RAs. 
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a bad attitude and didn ' t want to come out 
of my room much. My grades started to 
suffer." Shannon said she got help and 
support from her RA and MA. She credits 
them with not only helping her change her 
attitude, but with wanting to help others 
get connected. 
"I knew that I needed to reach out to 
others that may have the same feelings and 
struggles that I had," said Shannon. "When 
I became an MA, my grades improved and 
I learned to manage my time more 
efficiently." 
MAs are responsible for planning 
activities that focus on issues of diversity. 
One of the most popular and successful 
programs is called "Tunnel of Oppression." 
Shannon said in 2003, the firs t year of the 
program, 500 people showed up. There 
was only enough time to all ow 300 people 
to take part in the experience. 
'T he program is a simulation of what it 
is like to be different," she said. 
"Participants are exposed to a variety of 
set-ups. For example, in one part, a mock 
job interview was held, but none of the 
interviewers spoke Engli sh. It 
demonstrated the fru stration that is fe lt 
when people can' t seem to communicate ." 
The tra ining for MAs begins during the 
summer and is ongoing throughout the 
year. Shannon said the comprehensive 
training she received and the weekly 
meetings she attends prepare her to handle 
the different situations that come her way. 
She relied on her training during one 
memorable situation. 
"I had a student who came to me with a 
serious problem," Shannon recalled. "She 
stuck to me li ke glue for two weeks . I 
helped her work through her feelings and 
behavior. We talked about how she was 
being perceived. 
"Through our talks, she eventually 
changed her whole demeanor and how she 
presented herself. She was able to take 
advantage of the support programs offered 
at Grand Valley. Experiences like that 
make it all worth it." 
"I have no aff il iation w ith any of the 
th ings t hat origina lly brought me to 
Grand Valley. I wou ldn't change that 
for anything." 
- Nick Dondza lia, Resident Assistant 
Nick Dondzalia had a plan. After 
graduating from Grand Rapids Catholic 
Central in 2002, he wanted to attend Grand 
Valley to continue to play his favorite sport 
- lacrosse and to study physical therapy. 
After one semester on campus, he reali zed 
lacrosse wasn't for him, and neither was 
physical therapy. "My interests changed," 
said Dondzalia. "After taking a few 
business classes, I knew that was the field 
for me." 
The one thing he didn' t want to change 
was his approach to learning and making 
friends. Dondzalia was very active in hi gh 
school and wanted to get the most out of 
his college experience as he could. "I had a 
great RA when I came to Grand Valley," he 
said. "It was an important friendship for 
me and I knew early on that I wanted to be 
that kind of fr iend for someone else." 
Dondzalia has clone just that. After two 
years as a resident assistant, he has built a 
rapport with the students in his living 
center. 
"I'm like a big brother to the guys on 
my floor," he said. "We have fun together, 
but they also have enough trust in me to 
talk about more serious issues." 
Most conflicts involve the adjustment 
for first-year students. "It 's not that 
roommates don't like each other," he 
explained. "Some students have a harder 
time with the transition to college. I just 
get them to agree to my 10-day policy. 
When 10 days go by, I tell them to just 
stick it out for the semester. This works 99 
percent of the time. It's funny. When these 
students have to leave campus for the first 
time, they usually can't wait to get back." 
There are times when a serious issue 
does come up. Dondzalia said he relies on 
his intense training. "RA training is a 
Nick Dondzalia 
tough process, but I have learned how to 
deal with people," he said. "I have learned 
how to think on my feet as well. I've made 
some mistakes, but the support staff is 
great; they are there to help you through it." 
Dondzalia said being a resident assistant 
has helped him mature and become more 
focused. "It's not all about me," he 
admitted. "I am still focused on my goals, 
but I want to serve my community and 
make a difference along the way. I can say, 
' I was there. If I can do it, you can do it."' 
Dondzalia is majoring in both finance 
and economics and is looking to graduate 
in 2006. He wants to study abroad before 
leaving Grand Vall ey and then attend law 
school. 
Dondzalia said he has learned a lot 
about himself through the transition he 
made early on at Grand Valley and through 
his time as an RA. He was voted the 2004 
Homecoming Regent. 
"I have more respect for my peers and I 
confide in my parents more," he said. 
His parents have noticed and 
commented on his position as a leader. 
"They are proud that their son is having an 
impact," he said. 
C O ) 
1 Front-line1 RAs 
get support 
from Counseling 
Center staff 
Resident assistants are "front-line 
people," according to Barbara J. 
Palombi, director of the Counseling 
and Career Development Center. 
"They see a lot of students we may 
never see," she said. 
But if RAs are considered on the 
front line of campus life, Counseling 
Center staff members must be 
deemed the backbone. The licensed 
counselors and psychologists train 
RAs to handle numerous situations 
and offer a host of services for all 
students, faculty and staff members. 
Teaching a student to recognize 
signs of depression, eating disorders, 
or even suicide among their peers 
begins during RA orientation in 
August, and continues through the 
year, according to Eric Klingensmith, 
Counseling Center coordinator of 
crisis intervention. 
"The new RAs, when they first 
come in, are kind of green and need 
training, but the interest and the 
passion are there," Klingensmith said. 
"For the rest of the year, each 
counseling staff member is also a 
liaison to a living center or area. We 
develop a relationship with the 
students in that building, help them 
conduct programs and consult with 
housing staff." 
Palombi said the top reasons 
students visit the Counseling Center 
are depression, anxiety, and problems 
with eating disorders, relationships or 
classes. Last year, more than 1,600 
students sought out services, an 
increase of 9 percent from the 2002-
03 academic year. She said that the 
increase in client visits has been 
consistent since 1999 and can be tied 
to an increase in academic standards 
for admission to Grand Valley. 
Klingensmith agreed. 
"As academic standards increase, 
so does the stress level for students," 
he said. 
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John Ki lbourne was an NBA 
conditioning coach, he has trained Olympic 
ice skaters, and he is even featured on a 
Trivial Pursuit card . But Kilbourne, an 
associate professor of movement science at 
Grand Valley, said he may not have 
achieved any of these things if it weren ' t for 
a defining moment in high school. 
Kilbourne grew up in California with a 
love of sports. He especially loved playing 
on the high school basketball team. But, a 
decision by hi s coach would bring a new 
twist to his life. 
"I got cut from the basketball team," 
remembered Kilbourne. "I needed to find 
another outlet for my energy. I'm a mover, 
so I decided to study dance." 
That decision would eventually allow 
him to merge two of his passions - sport 
and dance. Kilbourne attended California 
State University in Long Beach, where he 
earned a bachelor's degree in Creative 
Movement and Drama. He went on to earn 
his master 's degree from the University of 
California at Los Angeles in Dance 
Education with an emphasis in Dance and 
Sport. His doctorate is from Ohio State 
University where he continued to study the 
relationship between sport and 
performance. While at UCLA, Kilbourne 
served as a graduate assistant to then head 
basketball coach Larry Brown during the 
1979-82 seasons. He approached the coach 
with an idea. 
"I asked the coach if I could help with 
the team by teaching balance, rhythm and 
flexibility," he said. "I told the coach dance 
techniques could improve the team's 
playing and reduce injuries ." Brown said he 
would give Kilbourne 15 minutes before 
practice started , which eventually led to 
time after practice as well. The team was 
practically injury free for the next two years. 
Kilbourne's techniques and reputation 
helped him become a full-time conditioning 
coach in the NBA in 1982 when he worked 
with the Philadelphia 76ers. He helped 
them in the pursuit of their 1983 World 
Championship. "If I think I might have a 
hard time with any male students in dance 
class, I just show them my championship 
ring," said Kilbourne. "That gets their full 
attention." He has worked with more than 
10 NBA teams. 
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In addition to his work in basketball , 
Kilbourne has also worked with Olympic 
fi gure skaters. He and his wife, Elizabeth, 
were Jiving in the Detroit area performing 
with a modern dance company. It was there 
that Kilbourne had the opportunity to teach 
dance to skating champions Peter and Kitty 
Caruthers and Todd Elderidge who were 
training for the Olympics at the Detroit 
Skating Club. He also worked with 
Olympic skaters in Delaware and Canada. 
The Kilbournes were able to attend both the 
1994 and 1998 Winter Olympics. 
Before coming to Grand Valley in the 
fall of 2004, Kilbourne taught the history 
and philosophy of sport and dance for 10 
years at Bridgewater State College in 
Massachusetts. His research interests are in 
college sport reform, sport as art, and the 
games of the Arctic people. In the fall of 
2001 , he moved hi s wife and two children 
to the Arctic for four months where they 
experienced the world of Canada's Inuit. 
"There's no such thing as bad weather in 
the Arctic, just bad clothing," Kilbourne 
joked. He and his family lived in the town 
of Iqaluit on Frobisher Bay on the southern 
tip of Baffin Island. His daughter, Zoe, was 
entering the sixth grade and his son, Parker, 
was starting kindergarten. "My children 
helped enhance my research because we had 
firsthand information about peer 
relationships and schools," he said. 
Kilbourne said Jiving among the Inuit 
allows a person to see what the priorities of 
the world should be - simple things mean 
a lot more. He kept extensive journals of his 
experiences, writing about the traditional 
games he learned. Kilbourne said the games 
of the Arctic people are linked to survival. 
He hopes to create a new course at Grand 
Valley centering on the games and sport of 
John Kilbourne working with the UCLA basketball team in 1979. 
the Arctic people. 
Kilbourne uses what spare time he has 
to write. In l995, he wrote a chi ldren's 
book titled The Magic Christmas Elf The 
illustrations for the book were drawn by 
his daughter, Zoe, who was five-years-o ld 
at the time. 
So, who or what is next on hi s dance 
card? Well , besides teaching the hi story 
and philosophy of sport, physical 
education, and dance techniques , 
Kilbourne has a "powerful" idea. He is 
currently putting together a proposal that 
would seek to harness the energy used 
from stationary bikes for electri city -
specifi cally the bikes used in Grand 
Valley's fie ld house. "The exercise bikes 
we have can be turned into energy 
generators," Kilbourne said . "The whole 
room can be powered by the motion 
created on those bikes ." Grand Valley students learn dance moves in 
Kilbourne's class for K-12 educators. 
Trivial Pursuit-Spo11s Edition 
Card #201 
• What's the usual area of expertise 
of John Kilbourne, flexibility and 
coordination coach for several 
NBA clubs? 
A: Ballet 
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RESEARCH I NEWS. 
If she could talk to the animals 
she'd ask, "Are you happy?'' 
Professor oversees innovative research at John Ball Zoo 
- by Dottie Barnes 
Lorie Tarou can't stand th e sight 
of blood or needles. One good 
reason, she confessed, as to why she 
changed her mind on becoming a 
veterinarian. 
But Tarou knew from the time she was 
a child that she wanted to work with 
animals and eventually her interests woul d 
foc us on an area where little sc ientific 
research has been done - the psychological 
well-being of animals in captivity. 
Federal guidelines now mandate that 
animals be housed in situations that 
promote not only the physical well -being 
but also the psychological well -being of 
animals housed in laboratories and zoos. 
"Determining what animals need to 
survive physically is the easy part," said 
Tarou. "However, different species have 
different needs psychologically, and that 
can be difficult to figure out." 
Tarou, an assistant professor of 
psychology at Grand Vall ey, earned her 
bachelor 's degree in zoology and her 
master's degree and doctorate in 
experimental psychology. She spent four 
years studying and observ ing an imals at 
the Georgia Institute of Techno logy 
because the university had a strong 
connection with its local zoo, Zoo Atlanta. 
While there, she researched the behavior of 
giraffes and great apes, and also spent four 
months in China studying giant pandas . 
She became the first to examine how 
captive pandas find food and learn to adapt 
to changes in their environment. 
Tarou is most proud of her ground-
breaking research conducted on the 
well-being of giraffes in captivity. While 
studying their behavior at Zoo Atlanta, she 
noticed the giraffes spent most of their 
time licking the surfaces around them. 
"In some cases, the animals wou ld lick 
the paint off fences and walls around 
Lorie Tarou with the male panda Tian Tian at the National Zoo in Washington, D.C. 
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them," she said , "or would injure their 
tongues fro m intense licking." 
Tarou contacted other zoos around the 
country and fou nd the unusual behavior to 
be common among giraffes in captivity. 
In the wild, giraffes eat tiny leaves off 
trees with thorns. The animals must work 
long and skillfu lly for food . In captivity, 
giraffes eat from open containers. Tarou 
worked with another researcher to develop 
a feeding system for zoos that requires 
giraffes to work through a complex 
foraging device to obtain their food, much 
like they would in the wi ld . The hours of 
licking non-food objects were drastically 
reduced. 
Upon coming to Grand Valley in Fall 
2004, Tarou established a relationship 
with the John Ball Zoo in Grand Rapids. 
A team of Grand Valley students, all 
psychology majors with an interest in 
animal behavior, has been observing 11 
spider monkeys at the zoo. They will 
observe the animal's activi ty outside 
compared to their behavior once they are 
inside for the winter. 
"The John Ball Zoo has been very 
supportive of our desire to do research 
and is open to lett ing us study the well-
being of the animals," said Tarou. 
The spicier monkeys are housed on a 
large "island" during the warmer months, 
and are brought into a smaller facility 
during the colder months. The project will 
examine the behav ior of the spider 
monkeys , 10 hours a day for eight 
months, to determine if the change in 
environment is associated with changes in 
social or abnormal behavior. 
Norah Fletchall, assistant director of 
the John Ball Zoo said the staff is excited 
about the partnership with Grand Valley 
and hopes this is the first of many. "This 
is the first real project of its kind that 
looks at the behavior and social 
interaction of spider monkeys, along with 
physiological changes in the animal," she 
said. "The study will affect how keepers 
manage and care for the animals." 
RESEARCH I NEWS 
Some weightlifters are wasting their time 
National media _gets pumped up over weightlifting study 
- by Dottie Barnes 
You've been lifting weights for 
weeks, but you still don't see any 
muscle definition. What is the 
problem? 
It turns out you've got the same 
problem many other novice lifters have -
the weight you're lifting is too light. A 
Grand Valley professor discovered that 
weightlifters are not feeling the burn 
necessary to build strength or change the 
shape of their bodies . Steve Glass, 
professor of exercise and physiology, said 
his research showed many inexperienced 
weightlifters don ' t lift enough weight to 
build muscle. When the findings were 
published in the Journal of Strength and 
Conditioning Research, media coverage on 
his research exploded. 
"After the study was published, the 
media attention was amazing," said Glass. 
"I heard from places like the Washington 
Post, Associated Press, Newsday, Reader's 
Digest, Detroit News, and even Allure." 
The study was also picked up by MSNBC 
and various health and fitness publications 
around the country and the world - even 
making it all the way to Brunei . 
Glass said the research involved 17 men 
and 13 women, none of whom had lifted 
weights before. Each person received 
general instructions about how to lift, but 
weren't told how much weight to start with. 
"A person needs to lift 60 percent of 
the maximum weight they can handle, and 
lift to fatigue," said Glass. "That is the 
point at which lifting weights starts to 
develop strength." 
No one in the test group picked enough 
weight to reach the 60 percent mark. Glass 
contends that is because weightlifting is 
not part of a normal routine like walking 
or riding a bike. He said when it comes to 
strength training, most people don' t know 
what "heavy" really is, because it is 
outside their normal range of physical 
perception and experience. 
There are some general guidelines to 
help figure out that 60 percent mark. Glass 
said a person should choose enough weight 
Steve Glass teaches the physiology of exercise. 
that allows 15 to 20 repetitions, with the 
last repetition feeling like it is almost 
impossible to complete. "The point is to lift 
to fatigue," he said, "and lift a weight heavy 
enough to cause overload to the muscle." 
people drop out. Glass said one reason is 
because they don ' t see motivating results. 
He points out that for most people, it 
doesn't take that much to gain strength ; 
one set of exercises for each muscle group 
"A person needs to lift 60 percent of the maximum 
weight they can handle, and lift to fatigue." 
- Steve Glass 
Glass said many people believe they 
can lift lighter weight a lot of times and 
that will tone muscle, but it isn' t true. 
Lifting light weights will help the muscle 
adapt to better endurance, he said, but 
that 's about it. For a toned look, Glass said 
you must reduce the layer of fat on top of 
the muscle in order to see the muscle 
better. Enough weight must be lifted to 
make the muscle strong and hard . 
Statistics show within six months of 
starting an exercise program, half of the 
twice a week should do it. 
Glass is now working on the next phase 
of the study, which involves implementing 
a "learning trial" to teach subj ects what 
"heavy" really is. 
000 
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GVM: When you were in high school, 
what was important to you about selecting 
a college? 
Osborn: Actually, I took three years off 
after high school and worked for LECO 
Corporation [in St. Joseph], in the testing 
and analytical department. I didn ' t know 
exactly what I wanted to do . I enjoyed the 
work and thought, "Why not get a 
chemistry degree?" 
GVM: Where did you apply? 
Osborn: I applied to the University of 
Michigan, Western Michigan and Grand 
Valley. It was coming to this campus that 
sold me. The chair of the chemistry 
department gave me a tour. And I liked the 
fact that it wasn ' t as big as other 
campuses . 
GVM: How old are you? 
Osborn: I'm 25. 
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Jonathan Osborn ... 
GVM: Is it odd being a little older than 
your classmates? 
Osborn: It is different in some aspects. I 
know where I want to go and what I want 
to do , and I feel like I have a little more 
direction than some students. Taking time 
off worked well for me, I need to be 
focused on a goal, to have a kick in the 
pants to get going. 
GVM: Were you involved in campus 
activiti es during your freshman year? 
Osborn: I didn ' t get involved my first 
year; I didn ' t know how I fit in . During 
my sophomore year, I became involved in 
CARE [Cancer Awareness Resistance and 
Education]. It's the group that organizes 
Relay for Life. I joined the organization in 
January and was named president the next 
year. The first year, we raised $25,000; the 
second year, $43,000. 
GVM: That's a big increase. 
Osborn: We were able to get a lot more 
people invo lved. It was cool because 
college students typically don ' t have a lot 
of money to give, so it was great to see 
that. 
GVM: Then you joined Student Senate? 
Osborn: Right. I got involved in student 
government for one semester as senator, 
then I was elected vice president for a 
semester, and now I'm president. 
GVM: Can you describe the makeup of 
Student Senate? 
Osborn: There are 50 senators and seven 
committees: multicultural affairs, political 
action , student resources, public relations, 
college affairs, appropriations and 
educational affairs. We have eight vice 
presidents and myself. 
GVM: From commuter students to non-
trad itional students, do you feel the senate 
represents 22,000 students well? 
Osborn: It is hard. When you look at the 
senators, most are typi cally involved 
students. It is hard to get wide 
representation . It becomes· more of "I can 
see where you're coming from ." Lots of 
coll ege students have the same problems, 
so my hope is that we can focus on the 
commonalities . 
GVM: You were very active during the fa ll 
semester with voter registration. 
Osborn: Most people who are ages 18-25 
don' t care about voting. That's 
stereotyp ing, but I wanted to try to debunk 
that at Grand Valley. Last year was a 
presidential year and there were a lot of 
controversial topics, yet some college 
students didn ' t see how it re lated to them . 
I he lped get the word out that the 
Secretary of State mobile van was here and 
we registered 700 people in two days. Last 
year, we registered 300 in two days. 
The other part was educating all those 
individuals. We did that through the help 
of Pres ident Murray and facu lty, through 
e-mail s, and during my convocation 
speech. It was the same message: voting is 
your best way to communicate with the 
government. 
GVM: What are other Student Senate 
projects? 
Osborn: The other big one for this year is 
the campaign, " 10 Ways to Fight Hate." It 
started with the mul ticultural affairs 
committee and is now spreading through 
grassroots efforts. We intend to keep it 
going for several years. We need to 
educate Grand Valley about it through 
programs that portray what hate is and 
how to identify it. People have to 
understand that hate is not so lely about 
race. Two years ago, faculty took on the 
same program. 
The next step is getting groups to do 
programming based on the campaign. The 
hope is by getting others invo lved, they'll 
have ownership of it. You have a greater 
stake in something if you' re involved. 
I would also like to build a strategic 
plan for student government, much like the 
university's mission statement; I would 
li ke to have goals for the senate. But it's 
hard when there is a lot of turnover among 
senators, who only serve for one or two 
years . 
GVM: What about your plans after you 
graduate in April? 
Osborn: I would like to move to 
Washington or Oregon. I li ke the outdoors ; 
I love hiking and skiing, and I wou ld like 
to see a different side of the country. 
I want to work in the chemistry field, 
but I'm also more of a peop le-person. I 
would like to find a job and get an MBA. I 
think I would have more selling power 
with a technology background and a 
business background, plus Grand Valley 
has clone a great job with the liberal arts 
education. 
GVM: You and other senators attend 
meetings, through the Association of 
Mich igan Universities, with other student 
government leaders. What have you 
learned about Grand Va ll ey through these 
meetings? 
Osborn: The university has clone a lot for 
retention of students and spent more time 
recruiting from outside the local area. 
Those two things have rea ll y been positive. 
The thing that is so coo l about students is 
that the climate changes and keeps 
evolving. I talked with [Public Safety 
Director] Barbara Bergers and she said if 
all students have to complain about is 
parking, we' re doing a lot of things right. 
We do have our own problems, but this 
is a very safe, very student-fr iendly 
campus. A lot of that has to do with the 
type of students we draw. We have high 
academic standards, and the uni versity 
places a lot of emphasi s on activities 
outside academ ics. 
GVM: When you come back to campus in 
five years or so, how do you see Grand 
Valley? 
Osborn: This school has changed so 
much in the five years I've been here, I'm 
almost nervous to see how it will change 
years clown the road , it could be a totall y 
different campus. But it will be cool to 
come back and see a really awesome 
football stadium, because we have the best 
team in the country. I also want the name 
Grand Vall ey to be more recognized 
outside of Michigan. If I go out to 
Washington and tell peop le where I went 
to school, I would li ke them to know who 
we are. We're already close to that; we've 
done a lot of name recogniti on through 
academics and athl etics . 
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F rom the fifth floor of the Cook-Devos Center for Health Sciences, there's a commanding view down Michigan Street - a view of Grand 
Rapids' major health institutions in an area 
that has come to be known as "Health Hill ." 
When Matt Dugener looks out over that area, he sees a future 
hub of biotech research and development - a future that seems 
closer all the time. 
Dugener is the executive director of the West Michigan 
Science and Technology Initiative, which opened in January 
2004. The Initiative was created as one of the SmartZones 
designated by the Michigan Economic Development Corp. in 
2001 as part of an effort to promote and attract high technology 
business development in the state. Grand Valley was the only 
university in the state to be granted two SmartZones - one in 
Grand Rapids and one in Muskegon. 
Since the Initiative opened for business, a series of exciting 
new projects have partnered with it. 
In October, the state of Michigan awarded the Van Andel 
Institute a three-year appropriation of$ 1.5 million per year to 
establish an FDA-approved Good Manufacturing Practice 
facility to be housed at the Initiative. This new facility will 
support the development of new drugs to treat cancer and other 
diseases for delivery to the marketplace. Grand Valley was also 
awarded a $462,000 grant from the Michigan Economic 
Development Corp. to house the project. 
Grand Valley President Mark A. Murray heralded the GMP 
lab as a positive development for the biotech industry in 
Grand Rapids. 
"This GMP facility is absolutely necessary to foster the 
development of the life sciences in Grand Rapids. We are 
pleased that Grand Valley and the Van Andel Institute have 
been able to work collaboratively to secure such an important 
regional asset," Murray said. "It also illustrates Grand Valley's 
continued commitment to growing the life science industry 
in Grand Rapids." 
Van Andel Institute Chairman and CEO David Van Andel 
echoed those sentiments. 
"The new facility will provide a critical component to our 
region 's collective efforts to turn what we discover in the 
laboratory into treatments that will benefit patients ," Van Andel 
said. "We will now be able to produce new, high quality 
pharmaceutical and biological therapies in sufficient quantity 
and at a reasonable cost for use in clinical trials. Through this 
partnership, VAI will play an expanded role in bringing new 
drugs to the marketplace." 
That collaboration is one of the haJlmarks of the Initiative. 
The development of commercial biotech products requires 
several steps before FDA approval. According to Dugener, those 
steps include basic research , applied research, animal trials and 
human clinical trials. Between Grand Valley, the Van Andel 
Institute, Spectrum Health, St. Mary 's Mercy Medical Center 
and Mary Free Bed, those elements are increasingly available 
within a several block radius of the Initiative 's base in the 
Center for Health Sciences. 
"Grand Rapids is starting to get the reputation as someplace 
to come to get that clone," Dugener said. 
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Increas ingly, he added, those 
institutions are co llaborating with a 
common goal in mind. 
"Instead of competing with each other 
on the Hill , we realized that we' re stronger 
if we work together and compete with the 
rest of the world ," Dugener ·said . 
Those collaborative efforts are being 
aided by some cutting-edge technology. 
Last fa ll , the city of Grand Rapids 
approved $90,000 to allow for an lnternet2 
connection between the Van Andel 
Institute, Spectrum Health, and Grand 
Val ley 's Center for Health Sciences. 
to provide thermal insulation for satellites 
which detect and track ballistic missiles. 
These sate llites contain systems that must 
operate at cryogen ic temperatures. SOLREX 
will be specifically developed to protect 
these systems from direct solar heating, 
solar energy refl ected from the earth 's 
surface and interna l heating, whi le 
overcoming the shortcomings of current 
insulating blankets. 
Robert Smart, assoc iate professor of 
chemistry at Grand Vall ey, has been 
working with Sordal while on sabbatical 
fo r the past year to further deve lop and 
"Instead of competing with each other on the Hill, we realized 
that we're stronger if we work together and compete with the 
rest of the world." 
- Matt Dugener 
Grand Valley is the access point for 
Internet2, the next generati on of the 
Internet dedicated to scientific and research 
purposes. Connecting to the Van Andel 
Institute and Spectrum will allow all of the 
entities to exchange massive quantities of 
data quickJy and electronically. 
"Internet2 will provide an e lectronic 
linkage with the necessary speed, vo lume 
and bandwidth for local researchers to 
compete, collaborate, and learn on a globa l 
scale," sa id Dugener. 
Internet2 is a consortium Jed by more 
than 200 univers ities working in partnership 
with industry and government to develop 
and deploy advanced network applications 
and technologies, accelerating the creation 
of tomorrow 's Internet. 
Research has already begun in the 
Initiative's Product Development Center. 
The faci lity's first c lient was Sordal Inc., 
a NASA li censee company that focuses on 
the research and deve lopment of high-tech 
materia ls for the military, with an eye 
toward expanding into the li fe sciences -
as we ll as automotive, office furniture, 
spec ialty insulation, aircraft, aerospace 
and clothing markets. 
In June, Sordal and Grand Valley were 
awarded a $100,000 federal grant to 
deve lop a foam that will protect mi ssil e-
tracking sate lli tes from overheating. The 
grant focuses on using Sordal's lightweight 
high temperature SOLREX insul at ing foam 
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improve the performance of Sordal's high 
temperature foam s and composites. 
Another of Sordal' s products, ARMAREX 
composite, is a non-fl ammable material 
which is LO times stronger than steel on a 
weight basis. The U.S. Air Force Research 
Laboratory is working with Sordal to 
develop composite tanks constructed 
from ARMAREX composite for the 
Airborne Laser program. 
Avalon Laboratories, a prominent 
medical device company from Southern 
California, relocated to the Initiative 's 
Product Development Center in 2004. The 
company is conducting several research 
and development projects with the strong 
potenti al fo r future manufacturing spin-offs. 
"We were looking for a state-of-the-art 
facility that wou ld serve as the center for 
our card iac products research and develop-
ment group. The Product Development 
Center fit our needs perfectl y. The 
proximity to our customer base, other 
biomedi ca l research groups, the large 
pool of local talented people and a very 
favorab le business c limate made the Grand 
Rapids area the best choice for 
us," said Avalon CEO Robert Foster. 
Foster has more than 20 years of 
experience in nati onal life sc iences 
industry leadership . In 1995, Ava lon Labs 
became the world 's largest manufacturers 
of heart cannul ae, which are specially 
designed tubes used in cardiac patients, 
Matt Dugener 
providing nearly three-quarters of all 
cannulae used in the world. Foster is also 
president and co-founder of Vascular 
BioSciences of San Diego, the maker of 
the world's only arteri al biopsy catheter. 
Al so using the Initiative 's research 
space is a firm call ed SoyUltima, whose 
chief researcher, Dr. Leslie Nsofor of 
Michigan State University, developed a 
patented method for harnessing parts of 
the soybean that were previously unused. 
"SoyUJtima has a patented soybean 
processing system that allows those 
currently unused - but nutritionall y 
valuable - portions of the bean to be 
used in the development of soy-based 
nutritional products and pharmaceuticals," 
said Dugener. 
Another client of the Initiative is Patmos, 
an Ann Arbor-founded company that uses 
the Initi ati ve 's connections to local industry 
and other resources to market its software. 
Patmos researcher Dr. Mark Palmer has 
developed a complex computer model of 
human muscle, which he's also applied to 
manufacturing contexts. This complex 
algorithm will allow companies to cut down 
on the tria l-and-error process traditionall y 
associated with developing a whole range 
of consumer products . 
"The program is very innovative," 
Dugener sa id. "It allows the research and 
deve lopment process to be viewed in both 
micro and g lobal contexts simultaneously." 
Gender, Age and Voting -byB,;anJBowe 
Economics professor investigates gender differences at the ballot box 
As part of her ongoing research into gender and economics, Seidman College of Business professor Sonia 
Dalmia and a group of students conducted 
a survey of Grand Valley students in the 
run up to the 2004 Presidential Election. 
The survey was conducted by Dalmia's 
gender and economics class at Grand 
Valley. Dalmia 's research into gender 
differences in work, education and 
marriage has received international 
media attention . Dalmia and her students 
conducted the survey of nearly 5,000 
Grand Valley students from Oct. 13-27 . 
The purpose of the survey was to 
investigate gender differences among 
young voters. Of most interest to Dalmia 
were students in the 18-24 age group. 
"Young voters as a potential voting 
group need to be recognized for their size 
especially in light of the closeness of the 
2000 presidential election," Dalmia said. 
Dalmia used the survey data to examine 
how far and why men and women differ 
in their levels of civic engagement and 
political preferences. She also hopes to 
examine political knowledge, participation 
and attitudes of youth to arrive at a better 
understanding of the social, economic and 
demographic structure of political activity 
in 18-24 year olds. 
Dalmia said the issue of gender 
differences in voting behavior and policy 
attitudes has been a recurrent theme in 
social science literature and political 
commentary in the United States. Gender 
gaps have been observed for example in 
turnout rates, partisan identification, 
domestic and foreign policy issues and 
evaluations of elected officials. While 
discussions of a gender gap in electoral 
politics have become commonplace, 
political activity in 18- to 24-year-olds 
remains an understudied area. When young 
voters are mentioned at all , they are often 
portrayed as disengaged individuals 
lacking interest in politics and a sense of 
political efficacy. 
Both men and women in that age 
group named the economy and education 
among their top three issues. For women, 
the top issues were education, health 
care and social welfare, and state of the 
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Sonia Dalmia surveyed Grand Valley students in the 2004 Presidential Election. 
economy (in order of preference) . For 
men, the top three choices were foreign 
affairs and defense, education, and state 
of the economy. 
Notably, though, social issues such as 
same-sex marriage, civi l liberties and 
stem-cell research were of no importance 
to either gender, Dalmia said. Also, neither 
gender placed any importance on who 
future Supreme Court justices would be. 
Those findin gs are contrary to much of 
the post-election analysis which said 
moral issues are what won the election 
for President George W. Bush. 
• 93 percent of the students were 
registered to vote, and of those, 90 
percent planned to vote in the election. 
There was no difference by gender in 
the number of students registered to 
vote and planning to vote. 
• Bush had a l 0-point lead over Sen. 
John Kerry among males. For women 
there was a tie between Bush and 
Kerry. There was also a strong 
preference for Kerry among the 
minority population polled. 
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The Hauenstein Center 
gathered 25 scholars 
from across the country 
to discuss religion and 
the presidency 
~/,',/I,/, I /I 1/,' /,,h 
* * * * * 
I& 
Paul Kengor, the New York Times 
best-selling author of God and Ronald 
Reagan and God and George W. Bush, 
delivered the keynote address. 
Religion and politics - each by itself is a combustible topic. But 
combine them and you get explosive political debate in our nation. 
After an election season in which the faith of both candidates 
became a central issue, the outcome was influenced largely by 
"moral values." The Hauenstein Center for Presidential Studies 
hosted a path-breaking conference that featured 25 scholars from 
across the nation who could explore this hot topic. The first-ever 
conference on religion and the presidency, a two-day event, was 
broadcast nationally on C-SPAN. 
Gleaves Whitney 
Director, Hauenstein Center 
. . 
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Here are some of the insights: 
·'As president. Thomas Jefferson did not practice church-state separation. He used 
pubiic funds lo distribute Bibles and to establish Christian missions among the 
[ndians. But he was very pri\'ate about his personal faith. Even his family did not 
kno\, until after hi, death that he had edited his own version of the Nev. Testament.·' 
Thomas Buckley, SJ 
Jesuit School of Theology-Berkeley 
"President Truman was secure in his faith 
as a Baptist. and he claims he never lost 
any sleep over dropping two atom bombs 
on Japan." 
Elizabeth Spalding 
Claremont McKenna College 
"Dwight D. Eisenhower was the only president to write a prayer for his 
inaugural address. He was the first president baptized in the White House, 
and the first to hire an advisor to handle faith-based issues ." 
Jack Holl 
Kansas State University 
Pictured from left to right: Phillip Munoz, N. C. 
State, Thomas Buckley, SJ, and Lucas Morel. 
"Senator Kerry waited too long to talk about his religion in the 
2004 presidential campaign, and when he finally did, he had 
already lost the Catholic vote." 
William D' Antonio 
Catholic University 
··Many feared that President 
Kennedy's decision;, would 
be mtluenced by the Vatican. 
when in fact his religion 
played a very small role in his 
presidency. He was once quoted 
telling his speechwriters. 'You 
Unitarians keep writing me 
Catholic speeches:·, 
Thomas Carty 
Springfield College 
Jack Holl from Kansas State 
University (left) and Thomas Carty. 
"Of the handful of prominent presidents in the first century 
of our nation 's existence, Abraham Lincoln was the most 
recognizably Christian." 
Lucas Morel 
Washington and Lee University 
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··In modem times, Democratic presidents have invoked God every bit as much as 
Republican presidents, and historically presidents of all political persuasions have 
made God central to ~heir presidencies. Franklin Roosevelt gave personally 
inscribed copies of the New Testament to soldiers leaving to fight in World War II." 
Paul Kengor 
Grove City College 
.. While President Bush would not have 
won the 2004 election without the 
support of the Christian right. he also 
won the moderate Christian vote."' 
Mark Rozell 
George Mason University 
"Despite perceptions to the contrary, Bill Clinton's faith deepened considerably 
while he was in the White House particularly as a result of his impeachment. In 
public. he spoke more about God than George W. Bush would." 
James Penning 
Calvin College 
C-Span televised the 2-day conference. 
"President Bush's religion is popularly misunderstood. He is much 
less the candidate of the Christian Right than he is pmtrayed. 
and while he has a deeply felt religion that is evangelical in its 
orientation, it is not theologically rigid , nor does he connect it to 
all policy areas."' 
Clyde Wilcox 
Georgetown University 
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"Jimmy Carter will be remembered as 
one of the most religious presidents. 
Yet Carter's faith could not overcome 
hi s deficiencies in cu ltivating 
Washington political relations. His 
faith could not stave off energy crises, 
stagflation , and the Iranian hostage 
crisis. And church-state separation 
could not win over evangelicals on 
school prayer, busing, family issues, or 
abortion." 
Jeff Walz 
Concordia University 
Barbara Elliott, Author of Street 
Saints: Renewing America's Cities. 
.. In the past, Evangelical activism has focused primarily on domestic policies. 
but with the rise of neo-conservatii,111 - and with it, increased interest in the 
spread of American values to the rest of the world - - Evangelicals have taken 
more and more interest in foreign affairs." 
Kevin den Dulk 
Grand Valley State University 
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Paying it forward 
A co llege educat ion is an indeli ble 
part of the American dream, yet for 
many it comes w ith strugg le and 
sacr if ice. Approx imate ly 70 percent of 
Grand Va lley's 22,000 students look to 
the university for f inancial assistance to 
achieve their goals. Fortunately, many 
who achieve an education remember 
the struggle and understand the 
importance of assisting today's 
students in their educational pursu its. 
Here are the stories of two alumni 
who share how scholarsh ips made it 
possible for them to follow their 
dreams, and three alumni who recent ly 
created scholarships to honor the 
sacri f ices of others. 
The Henry and Juanita Dungey 
School of Public and Nonprofit 
Administration Excellence Award 
"The Dungey Scholarship is a living 
legacy for our parents," said Bill Dungey. 
"The winner of the scholarship achieves 
what our parents wanted us to achieve." 
Bill Dungey and his brother, Kevin, are 
both graduates of Grand Valley. Kevin 
earned his bachelor's degree in Public 
Administration in 1988; Bill earned his 
master's degree in Public Administration 
in 2000. Both attribute their academic 
and professional success to their parents 
and said the scholarship was developed 
Bill and Kevin Dungey 
Henry and Juanita Dungey 
as a way to 
honor them. 
"Our parents 
sacrificed so 
we could have 
an education," 
said Kevin, a 
pharmaceutical sales representative in 
Kansas. "Nice cars and trips were not 
their priority; we were." 
Bill, who works as a contract negotiator 
for the Michigan Education Association in 
Grand Rapids , remembers how his father 
would get him and his brother out of bed 
to watch an educational program on 
television, or point out an important person 
in history in books or the newspaper. "Dad 
taught us what is expected of us ," he said, 
"how to be honorable men ." 
The brothers also see the establishment 
of the scholarship as a way of recognizing 
the struggles for some minorities. "A lot of 
minorities are first generation college 
students," said Bill. "They often feel the 
very real pressure of expectations from 
their families without a full knowledge 
and understanding of the rigors of college 
life. This is a way to honor their struggles, 
as well as their contributions." 
"We had a lot of people in our corner 
- our parents, relatives, professors, 
friends and neighbors," said Kevin, who 
attended Grand Valley on an athletic 
scholarship. "That support made it easier 
for me to succeed." 
Bill Dungey credits his wife, Shereice, 
for the idea for the scholarship. She set 
up a scholarship as a way to honor and 
remember her late father, giving the 
Dungey brothers the inspiration for a 
living legacy for their parents. 
The Dungey Scholarship honors an 
outstanding senior minority student who 
not only embodies the characteristics of 
leadership, scholarship and community 
service, but demonstrates a commitment 
to empowering and cultivating young 
minority leaders of the future . 
The Volkhardt Family Scholarship 
Doris Mae Volkhardt had only visited 
Grand Valley 's campus a few times, but 
the connection was strong. Doris ' son, 
Steve, president of Photolith, Inc ., in 
Grand Rapids, is a 1970 graduate . 
"My mom was just as excited as I was 
about my attending Grand Valley," said 
Volkhardt. "She looked forward to hearing 
about my college experiences." 
Doris graduated from high school in 
1937 when she was 16-years-old. Despite 
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Steve Volkhardt Doris Mae Volkhardt 
her intelligence and ambition , she didn ' t 
have the opportunity to attend college. She 
found a job in bookkeeping and worked 
hard to give her future children the dream 
she never had. 
"She was living out her dream by 
seeing me attend Grand Valley," said 
Volkhardt. "She loved learning." 
Doris is described as being an avid 
reader who stayed informed. She was 
known as being opinionated and strong-
willed, qualities that would help her 
overcome a series of illnesses later on. 
Doris also took an interest in the 
establishment of Grand Valley, and was 
pleased when her son chose to be a Laker. 
"It didn ' t matter whether it was sports 
or academics, my morn asked me about 
everything," said Volkhardt. "I've been 
attending basketball games and football 
games for the last 25 seasons; she wanted 
game details." 
Volkhardt said his mother talked about 
establishing a scholarship at Grand Valley 
in 2002, about a year before she died. 
Doris suffered for many years from 
rheumatoid arthritis. Volkhardt said his 
mother wanted to make two scholarships 
available - one for nursing students , 
the other for physical therapy students -
because of the excellent care she received 
in her later years. 
"The health problems my morn battled 
lasted several years , but she was a 
fighter," said Volkhardt. "She was 
extremely grateful for the nurses and 
physical therapists that made a difference 
in her life ." 
Doris died in August 2003 at age 82. 
The Volkhardt Family Scholarship was 
finalized 10 days before she passed away. 
"My morn always believed in giving 
back," said Volkhardt. 
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Scholarships helped Maria 
Eubanks become a leader 
Maria Eubanks feels right at home at 
the General Motors plant.in Flint, Mich. , 
where she is an electrical engineer. She 
knew her co-workers long before she was 
hired. It is a relationship that was fostered 
while she was attending Grand Valley. 
"I started as an intern in 1999 and 
was offered a permanent position after 
I graduated in 2002," she said. 
Eubanks, who majored in engineering 
at Grand Valley, said the beauty of the 
campus, the fri endly atmosphere and the 
smaller class sizes are what attracted her 
to the university; but the biggest draw 
was scholarship money. 
"I was very active in my high school 
in Lapeer and I wanted to be able to be 
a part of activities in college as well," 
she said. "Scholarship money took away 
my financial worries and allowed for 
me to experience different types of 
leadership roles." 
Eubanks said besides being able to 
join various campus organizations and 
professional societies , she took the time 
to volunteer as well. She signed up for an 
"alternative spring break" where students 
spend their week off helping a needy 
organization. Eubanks traveled to New 
York where she helped a church remodel 
and upgrade their building. 
"Scholarships made it easier for me to 
improve myself in other ways," she said. 
"My work as a volunteer and with service 
groups has given me the opportunity to 
be a leader and a decision-maker. I was 
allowed to grow." 
As plant engineer, Eubanks oversees 
the installation , maintenance and repair 
of the electrical portion of automated 
equipment. She said her classes at Grand 
Valley made her better prepared for the 
job than those working around her. "The 
equipment we used in the labs at Grand 
Valley was-up-to date and helped me 
make a smooth transition from the 
classroom to my career." 
Eubanks continues to find success at 
her job. She was recently selected from 
more than 2,000 employees at the plant 
to attend a Flint community leadership 
program to learn more about the city 
and ways to give back. 
Eubanks said the highlight of her 
years at Grand Valley was when she was 
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"Without scholarships I could not have 
attended college." 
elected the 2002 Outstanding Graduate 
in the Padnos School of Engi neering. 
"Scholarships allowed me to become that 
person ," she said. 
Medical school or theater? 
Grand Valley opened both doors 
for David Siik 
Who knew that Dav id Siik, who grew 
up in the Upper Peninsula, would take 
on the Big Apple? 
Siik graduated from Grand Valley in 
2003 with a degree in biomedical science. 
He was ready to enter medical school, but 
decided to take a year off and experience 
New York. 
"The scho larships I received at Grand 
Valley took the financial pressure off," he 
said. "Instead of working two jobs, I could 
use my extra time to experience other 
things, like acting and sports ." 
Siik ran track and field at Grand Vall ey 
and was an 800-meter national qualifier in 
2003. He also tried acting, landing a part 
in the campus musical Hail'. Siik was also 
involved in various university programs 
and clubs, including Fellowship of 
Christian Athletes. 
"I really miss Grand Valley," he said. 
"My college experience has given me 
such a drive and appetite for the world . I 
received much more than a diploma; I was 
encouraged to be ambitious, curious, hard-
working, compassionate and courageous." 
It appears Siik has used all of those 
qualities to find success in New York. He 
is modeling for the Ford Agency, working 
for J-Crew, Levis, Nautica and Donna 
Karen. He will be traveling to Milan fo r 
modeling work and then to Cape Town, 
South Africa, for work on a film . 
While work is busy, the avid runner 
hasn' t forgotten the freedom he felt while 
"The scholarships I received gave me the 
freedom to explore different fields." 
running track at Grand Valley. Siik has 
applied for private sponsorship and grant 
money to start a track and field summer 
camp program for underprivileged 
children in Manhattan. 
"There are so many children in this city 
who will never have the opportunity to 
feel the freedom of cruising around an 
oval track, experiencing the most pure 
form of sport - running," he said. 
Siik still has plans to apply to medical 
school in New York this winter, and is 
working to become the east coast alumni 
contact person for Grand Valley. 
"The scholarships were a blessing to me 
and my family," he said. I can't wait to tell 
people who supported me and believed in 
me, ' You helped me do this and I did it 1" ' 
The ability to provide financial 
support helps Grand Valley compete 
for the highest quality candidates. 
The prestige and support of merit-
based programs offer a strong 
incentive for talented students to 
enroll at Grand Valley. 
Grand Valley welcomes the 
opportunity to establish memorial, 
honorary, and named scholarships to 
benefit students. If you are interested 
in establishing a scholarship, or need 
more information, contact John 
Heerspink in University Development 
at 6 I 6-331-6529 or by e-mail at 
jcheer@gvsu.edu. 
If you are interested in making a gift 
to support a Grand Valley scholarship, 
contact Nikki Sobkowski, director of 
Annual Giving at 616-331-6527 or by 
e-mail at sobkowsn@gvsu.edu. 
ALUMNI I NEWS 
VanderWalls earn 2004 Alumni Service Award 
Dr. David, ' 68, and Sharon, ' 90, 
VanderWall of Grand Haven were 
recognized for their outstanding service to 
Grand Valley by receiving the annual 
Alumni Service Award from President Mark 
A. Murray on October 9, 2004. The award 
was presented during halftime of the Grand 
Valley - Hillsdale football game before a 
Family Day crowd of more than 11 ,000. A 
dinner was held in their honor at the Alumni 
House prior to the game and ceremony. 
Strong supporters of Grand Valley since 
its earliest days, David was the first alumni 
to serve on the Grand Valley Foundation 
Board of Directors, and both have served 
as members of the Board of Directors of 
the GVSU Alumni Association. 
Following an enlistment in the Navy, 
David became a member of the second 
class to enroll at Grand Valley, earning 
Mar.-Oct. 
Alumni Travel Program departures and 
destinations. See article on page 36. 
March 5 
Alumni Picni.c in Las Vegas, Sunset Park, 
noon-3 p.m. 
April 18-21 
Gradfest 2005, University Bookstore, 
8 a.m.-6 p.m . 
April 23 
Outback Steakhouse Spring Classic 
Football Game/Cash Draw, Lubbers 
Stadium, 12 p.m. 
Cash Draw at Alumni House after game. 
April 29 
Distinguished Alumni/Outstanding 
Educator Dinner, Alumni House, 6 p.m. 
April 30 
Commencement, Van Andel Arena, 
Grand Rapids. 
May 5 
Indianapolis Alumni Gathering. Time 
and location TBA. 
his bachelor's degree in biology. He 
went on to study medicine at Michigan 
State University. 
Sharon earned her bachelor's degree in 
legal studies in 1990, and graduated from 
Cooley Law School in 1994 . She practiced 
law in Grand Rapids until her retirement. 
The VanderWalls' most notable 
achievement was their volunteer 
leadership of the Capital Campaign for 
the Alumni House and full fundin g of the 
Alumni Heritage Scholarship. Traveling 
and meeting Grand Valley alumni and 
friends around the country, the VanderWalls 
were a driving force behind this $2.5 
million fundraising effort. Their sustaining 
loyalty to Grand Valley and willingness to 
work in its behalf make David and Sharon 
VanderWall especially deserving of the 
Alumni Service Award. 
Calendar of Events 
May 14 
Fifth Third Riverbank Run Volunteer 
Effort, Grand Rapids. 
May 21 
Alumni Association Board of Directors 
Meeting. Time and location TBA. 
June 11 
Women's Basketball Alumni Golf Outing, 
Meadows. Time TBA. 
June 18 
All Alum Golf Outing, Meadows. 
One flight , 1:30 p.m. 
June 22-24 
Weekend FamHy Getaway, The 
Homestead Resort, Glen Arbor, Michigan. 
June 25 
Football Alumni Golf Outing, Meadows, 
1:30 p.m. 
July 27 
West Michigan Whitecaps Game and 
Ballpark Patio Picnic. Time TBA. 
David and Sharon Vanderwall 
August 2 
Corky Meinecke Memorial Golf Outing, 
Meadows. Time TBA. 
August 23 
Alumni "Freshman Move-In" assistance. 
August 27 
Men 's Basketball Golf Outing, Meadows. 
Time TBA. 
August 27 
Football Alumni Flag Football Game, 
Grand Valley vs . Ferris, Lubbers Stadium. 
Time TBA. 
October 1 
Family Day at GVSU, Laker Football vs. 
Wayne State, 7 p.m. 
October 28 
Charles H. Irwin Athletic Fund Dinner, 
Laker Hall of Fame Ceremony. 
October 29 
Homecoming, Laker Football vs. 
Northern Michigan, 7 p.m. 
, ~or up-to,date event information, visit ~w"."._gvsu.edu/alum~i and click on alumni events. 
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Lakers Study Law at U-M 
The University of Michigan Law School 
is one of the most prestigious - and 
selective - in the nation. And in the fall 
of 2004, five graduates of Grand Valley 
began their legal studies there. 
"We're talking about one of the top law 
school s in the country ; It 's extremely 
selective," said professor Mark Richards, 
the adviser of Grand Valley 's pre-law 
program. "I think it says that The University 
of Michigan recogni zes the quality of 
Grand Valley 's programs if they ' re going 
to take five of our students in one year." 
Jennifer Weenum , of Muskegon, 
graduated from Grand Valley with a 
bachelor's in political science. She credits 
Grand Valley 's political science facu lty 
with helping her get into law school. 
"The political science faculty at Grand 
Valley were great," she said. "They really 
understood what pre- law students were 
aiming for. With my political sc ience 
professors and fe ll ow students, I discussed 
Homecoming 2004 
Centered on a theme of community 
service, "Making Wishes Come True," 
the Grand Valley community celebrated 
Homecomjng 2004 during the week of 
October 23 . Students, alumni , fami ly and 
friends came back for a first-h and look at 
today 's Grand Valley. 
The Office of Student Life sponsored 
a number of community service and 
charitable activities, encouraging students 
to "make a difference" and to "get involved" 
in the community. 
More than 500 alumni and friends were 
treated to a Homecoming tailgater meal. 
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different law schools ' benefits and 
disadvantages, strategies for applying, 
and what to expect once there." 
Also starting classes this fall were: 
• Angela Graves of Farmington Hills, 
who majored in Spanish and poli tical 
science 
• Pennie Alger, of Grand Rapids, who 
was Grand Valley 's 2004 Niemeyer 
Award winner and who graduated with 
a dua l-major degree in philosophy and 
public administration and a second 
bachelor's degree in liberal studies 
• Michael Mandal'ino of St. Joseph, 
who majored in hi story and minored in 
political science 
• LaToya Larkin of Detroit, who 
graduated in 2003 with a major in 
journalism. She took a year off to work 
before attending law school at The 
University of Michigan. 
• • • 
Intercollegiate Athletics held its annual 
gala, the Charles H. Irwin Athletic Fund 
Dinner and Hall of Fame Induction 
ceremonies on October 22. Legendary 
Laker coach and women's athletics 
program pioneer Joan Boand was inducted 
in the Laker Hall of Fame. Grand Valley 
football standout Eric Lynch , Laker 
Basketball's Mike Davis, and record-
setting Laker divers Charlotte Snyder 
Higgs and Brian Swanson joined Boand 
in the Hall 's 2004 class . 
Alumni clowning around under the 
Homecoming tent. 
Pictured (from left) Michael Mandarino, 
'03; Pennie Alger, '04; Jennifer Weenum, 
'03; and Angela Graves, '03; (LaToya 
Larkin, '03 is not pictured). 
The Alumni Association welcomed more 
than 500 alums and friends to a tailgater, 
open house, and Alumni Association chapter 
gathering. Despite a torrential downpour 
Saturday morning, alumni and fr iends 
enjoyed a sumptuous picnic . Reunion 
groups from Crew, Kirkhof College of 
Nursing, Women's Basketball, and the 
Laker Alumni Marching Band were among 
those who made their way to the Alumni 
House to renew old acquaintances. 
Laker Football took center stage as 
nationally-ranked GLIAC rival Northwood 
brought its high-powered attack into 
Lubbers Stadium. 
Homecoming at Grand Valley is 
always a treat, and this year was no 
exception as academic units rolled out 
the red carpet for those who boast Grand 
Valley degrees or are otherwise affi liated 
with the university. 
Mark October 29, 2005 on your 
calendar for Homecoming 2005. 
ALUMNI I NEWS 
Alums gather at Air Zoo 
Welcomed by alumni hosts Georgiann 
Voissem, ' 89 , and Kimm Mayer, '89, a 
group of 40 Grand Valley alu mni and 
fam il y members met and toured the 
newly-renovated Kalamazoo Air Zoo 
on September 29. 
The Air Zoo is an exciting air museum 
and indoor aviation theme park rolled into 
one. It features interactive exh ibits from 
the history of aviation and space flight, 
with a number of exhibits on loan from 
the Smithsoni an and NASA. 
Grand Valley alumni from the 
Kalamazoo, Portage, Schoolcraft, and 
Battle Creek areas made the trip to 
the new facility and enjoyed a private 
reception before touring the Air Zoo. 
Pictured are (left to right) Samuel 
Mayer, John Mayer, Kimm Mayer, '89, 
Maxwell Mayer, Maureen Otting, '90, 
Kaeleigh Otting, and Mark Otting. 
• •• 
Education alums hold mentoring seminar 
Providing opportunities for education 
professionals to give back to Grand Valley 
is one of the missions of the newly-
organized GVSU College of Education 
Alumni Association. 
The group carried out that mission by 
organizing a seminar fo r education majors 
to help them prepare for entry into their 
career. The association held a roundtable 
for students at the Alumni House on 
October 13, with 80 students and I 0 
alumni in attendance. 
"Our association board created a list of 
topics we felt were of interest and benefit 
to students of education," said Teresa 
McDougall , '02, president of the alumni 
group. "We saw this as a great opportunity 
for alums who are ed ucators to come 
back to campus and share their know ledge 
and experience." 
The next roundtable is set for February 
23, from 6 to 8:30 p.m. in the Alumni House. 
Members of the College of Education Alumni Association offer advice and career 
information to education majors. 
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Lakers deep in 
the heart o·rexas 
Alumni Director Chris Barbee, '88, 
headed down to Texas to meet with 
alumni groups in Austin and Dallas on 
October 11 and 12. Though the alumni 
who have settled in Texas live a long way 
from their alma mater, Laker Spirit is 
alive and well in the Lone Star State. 
GVSU Austin Alumni Club leader 
Alison Smith Randall, '99, welcomed 
alumni and family members to the Capital 
Club at the Austin Crowne Plaza Hotel. 
Among them were former longtime Grand 
Valley athletic administrator Dan 
Karpanty, '74, and his wife Barb. The 
Karpantys are now retired and living 
in Corpus Christi, Texas. 
Dallas ' Tiffany Abbott, '99, hosted 
a gathering of Grand Valley alumni and 
family members the following night at the 
Dallas/Fort Worth Airport Marriott. Also 
joining the reception was John Heerspink, 
director of Planned Giving from Grand 
Valley's Development Department. 
Pictured in Austin, TX are (left to right) Mike 
Randa ll, Alison Randa ll, '99; Rick Spanhak, 
'96; Nick Pellas, '01 ; Barb Karpanty; Dan 
Karpanty, '74; and Mary Last. 
Picture in Dallas/ Ft. Worth are (left to right) 
Lawrence Alland; Rosemary Alland; Chris 
Burgess, '81; Tiffany Abbott, '99; Chris Barbee, 
'88; John Evans; and Laura Evans, '81. 
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Communicators offer career insights 
"During my college career, I had a few 
mentors who offered me sound advice and 
challenged me to excel in my field ," recalled 
Lynelle Tans, a corporate communicator 
for Ionia County National Bank. 
Tans, ' 95, and a group of colleagues in 
the communications field provided that 
kind of advice and challenge to Grand 
Valley communications majors in a Careers 
in Communications Panel, held at Kirkhof 
Center on October 6. 
Held in cooperation with Grand 
Valley 's Career Services Office, the panel 
provided an opportunity for students to 
meet with professionals and explore 
different career paths. 
Participants included Alan Babbitt, '00, 
of the Holland Sentinel; Chase Turner, 
'04, of Clear Channel Communications; 
Pictured are (left to right) Lynnelle Tans, 
'95; Alan Babbitt, '00; Chase Turner, '04; 
Bill Cuppy, '95; Bruce Parrott, '80; and 
Theresa Freese, '02. 
Bruce Parrott, ' 80, of WLHT-FM; 
producer/director Bill Cuppy, '95 , of 
Cuppy Productions and photographer 
Theresa Freese, '02, of Fruitport. 
••• 
Alumni travel program lists 
great departures! 
Once again , the GVSU 
Alumni Travel Program offers a 
series of great getaways to 
interesting, exotic destinations. 
The 2005 hneup includes 
departures for Rome in March; 
Vi enna in April; Italy and the 
Greek Islands in May; China in 
Stay in touch! 
June; Ireland in September and 
October; and Tuscany and the 
Italian Riviera in October. 
For more information , log 
on to www.gvsu.edu/alumni , 
or call Kirn Schmidt, assistant 
director of Alumni Relations, 
at 616-33 1-3592. 
• • • 
Your Alumni Association wants to hear from you! Please 
keep us up-to-elate concerning your family, profession and 
educational status, or if you change locations or contact 
information. Grand Valley wants to stay close to you . 
Call Alumni Relations toll -free at 800-558-054 1, e-mail 
alurnni@gvsu.edu, or visit the interactive "Stay Connected" 
page of the Alumni Web site at www.gvsu.edu/alumni. 
Careers 
1970s 
Manfred Tatzmann, B.A., 1970; was recently 
appointed to the Board of Directors and Executive 
Committee of the National Association of Head 
Injury Administrators. 
Charles E. McReynolds, B.S., 1975, director 
of the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point 
Treehaven Environmental Learning Center, has 
been named recipient of the Association of 
Nature Center Administrator's "Leadership 
Award" for 2004. 
Sandra (Kyvig) Nagel, B.S., 1975, has been 
promoted to associate professor of Psychology 
for Saginaw Valley State University in University 
Center. 
Alan T. Ringwald, B.Ph., 1975, is retiring after 
nearly twenty years of working with the mentally 
ill as a community support worker in Columbia, 
Missouri. 
Robert L. Simmons, B.B.A., 1975, is president 
and COO for Reid Entities of Muskegon. 
Dante J. James, B.S., 1976, Distinguished 
Alumnus and former employee of WGVU-TV, 
produced a four-hour PBS series, "Slavery and 
the Making of America." James also wrote and 
directed the first hour of the series, which aired 
on February 9 and 16, 2005. 
Dawn M. (VanDuinen) Paulin, B.A., 1976, has 
been an adjunct faculty member at Baker College 
of Cadillac since 2002. Paulin completed work for 
her Master of Business Administration in September 
2004 through Baker Center for Graduate Studies. 
1980s 
Erin L. Rowe-Graves, B.A.A., 1980, has been 
elected member at large for the World Affairs 
Counci I of Western Michigan. Rowe-Graves is 
employed by Alticor, Inc. in Grand Rapids, Michigan. 
Richard H. Christensen, Jr., B.S., 1984, has 
earned his doctorate in Science and Religion from 
the Union Institute and University of Cincinnati. 
Christensen received his master 's degree in 
Hydrogeology from Western Michigan University 
in l991. He is currently employed as an associate 
minister at Mt. Zion Church in Clarkston. 
Timothy F. Macken, B.S., 1984, was promoted 
to chief clinical officer of Heritage Behavioral 
Health Center in Decatur, Illinois, in May 2004. 
Macken was previously the vice president of clinical 
service development and project management. He 
has been with the center for nine years. 
Jeffrey T. Olds, B.B.A., 1984, is president of 
Oleco, Inc. Oleco, Inc. recently received an 
expansion of its Michigan manufacturing facility. 
Brandon R. DeHaan, B.S., 1985, has been 
promoted to captain and assistant director of 
Public Safety Services for Grand Valley State 
University. DeHaan began working for Grand 
Valley as a full-time public safety officer in 1987. 
Deborah A. Dell Joseph, B.S., 1985, was recently 
recognized as a distinguished alumna by the 
Science and Mathematics Cluster of the College 
of Liberal Arts and Sciences at Grand Valley State 
Un iversity. Dell began her practice, Dell Family 
Medicine, in Hastings, Michigan, in June 2002. 
Joel J. Perry, B.A., 1985, has been named 
regional director for Educational Services 
International for the former Soviet Union. Perry 
was given the "Teacher of the Year Award" by the 
International Business School in Tashkent, 
Uzbekistan in 2003 and 2004. 
Eric P. Payne, B.S., 1986, has been promoted to 
lieutenant in the Grand Rapids Police Department. 
Payne joined the department in 1987, and was 
named sergeant in l 998. 
William R. Murphy, B.S., 1988, and M.S., 1995, 
is the new marketing director for Community 
Circle Theatre. Murphy is a former copywriter 
and direct-marketing consultant for Alexander 
Marketing Services. 
Randall C. Poe!, B.S., 1988, has been promoted 
to sergeant by the Grand Haven Police Department. 
Poel has been with the department for l 7 years, 
acting as a patrol officer, field training officer, 
DARE officer, detective, and police serv ices 
coordinator. 
Heidi M. Smith, B.S., 1989, is a liti gation legal 
assistant manager for Goldberg, Kohn, Bell , 
Black, Rosenbloom, and Moritz, Ltd. of Chicago, 
Illinois. Smith was prev iously a paralegal for 
Bartlit, Beck, Herman, and Scott. 
1990s 
Todd A. Holleman, B.B.A., 1990, an associate in 
the Detroit office of Miller, Canfield, Paddock, 
and Stone, P.L.C., has been named one of five "Up 
and Coming Lawyers for 2004" by Michigan 
Lawyers Weekly. 
Keith B. Noorman, B.B.A., 1990, was recently 
promoted to partner at the C.P.A. firm of Kaptein, 
Dykstra, and Company, P.C. in Grandville. 
Noorman has been a C.P.A. with the firm for 
14 years. 
MaryFran Peterlin-Kolp, B.S., 1990, was 
recently recognized as a distinguished alumna 
by the Science and Mathematics Cluster of the 
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences at Grand 
Valley State University. Peterlin-Kolp is a 
wellness-consultant with the Northern Michigan 
Hospital Foundation in Petoskey. 
Barbara A. (Kooiker) Bushman, B.S., 1991, 
has been named the associate clean of the Graduate 
College at Southwest Missouri State University. 
Bushman is also an associate professor in the Health, 
Physical Education, and Recreation Department. 
Scott A. Korb, B.S., 1991, has accepted a position 
as assistant director of Housing and Residence 
Life for Lake Superior State University of Sault 
Ste . Marie. Korb was previously an area 
coordinator for Grand Valley's Housing and 
Residence Life office. 
Jeffrey Terpstra, B.S., 1991, was recentl y 
recognized as a di stinguished alumnus by the 
Science and Mathematics Cluster of the College 
of Liberal Arts and Sciences at Grand Valley 
State University. Terpstra is an associate professor 
in the Statistics department at North Dakota 
State University. 
James L. Bruursema, B.B.A., 1992, has been 
promoted to partner at the C.P.A. firm of Kaptein, 
Dykstra, and Company, P.C. , in Grandville. 
Bruursema has been a C.P.A. with the firm for 
12 years. 
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Dana M. Spence, B.S., 1992, was recently 
recognized as a di stinguished alumnus by the 
Science and Mathematics Cluster of the College of 
Liberal Arts and Sciences at Grand Valley State 
University. Spence is an associate professor in the 
Chemistry department at Wayne State University. 
Joseph R. Baldini, B.S., 1993, became ass istant 
vice president and general manager of Syracuse 
ISP Sports in January 2005. Baldini has been with 
TSP Sports since l999. 
Kristoffer A. Gair, B.A., 1993, has published his 
second novel, "Honor Unbound," co-written by 
Diane Abbott, with Uni versity Press. Gair is 
currentl y revising his third book, a sequel to 
"A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to My 
Sexual Orientotion." 
David J. Hoek, B.A., 1993, is the head of the 
music library at Northwes tern Uni versity in 
Evanston, Illinois. Hoek is currentl y at work on 
his second book, "Analyses of Nineteenth- and 
Twentieth-Centu1 y Music, 1940-2000." 
Alan A. Kimber, B.A. , 1993, is employed with 
XM Satellite Radio in Washington, D.C. Kimber 
had been an ass istant general counsel for UUNET 
Technologies, Inc. 
Kristen C. (Hes) Bentley, B.A., 1994, is the 
owner and administrator of Brilliant Beginnings 
Child Development Center in Grand Rapids. 
Bentley has taught English and psychology at 
West Ottawa High School for seven years. 
Donald R. Dismuke, M.S. T., 1994, has been 
named to Crain '.s Detroit Business ' "Forty under 
Forty," which recogni zes metro-Detroit' s top 
business leaders under the age of 40. Dismuke is 
the former mayor of Plymouth. 
Michael T. Henshaw, B.S., 1994, was recently 
recognized as a distinguished alumnus by the 
Science and Mathematics Cluster of the College 
of Liberal Arts and Sciences at Grand Valley State 
University. Henshaw is an assistant professor of 
Biology at McKendree College in Lebanon, Illinois. 
Charles J. McNinch, D.C., B.S., 1995, has opened 
his second chiropractic office in Belding. McNinch 
currently operates a private practice in Greenville. 
Nicholas Ceglarek, B.S., 1996, and M.Ed., 1999, 
has been named superintendent of Fruitport 
Community Schools. Ceglarek had been 
superintendent of Baldwin Community Schools 
for two years. 
Steven W. Nicolet, B.S., 1995, was named the 
director of Annual Giving at Florida International 
University. Nicolet had been the manager of 
Annual Giving at Grand Va ll ey State University. 
Jill A. (Maxa) Gabbert, B.B.A., 1996, is the 
director of Student Affairs for Rush University 
in Chicago, Illinois. 
Jason L. Paulateer, B.B.A., 1996, has accepted 
a position to manage National City's Community 
Development Corporation for outstate Michigan. 
Paulateer had been an investment real estate 
relationship manager for Fifth Third Bank. 
Daniel B. Gordon, D.D.S., B.S., 1997, has joined 
the dental office of Tom Stout, D.D.S. and staff. 
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Mark A. Rumsey, B.F.A., 1997, has spent the last 
two years working on the revita li zation of Wealthy 
Street in Grand Rap ids. In mid-December, 
Rumsey will begin an arti st res idency in Delhi, 
India , at the Globa l Arts Village. · 
Jeremy D. Westhuis, B.A., 1997, received a 
Master of Divinity from Westminster Theological 
Seminary of Pennsylvani a in May of 2004. 
Jason N. Granlund, B.S., 1998, has joined 
the Oakland County Drain Commission as a 
maintenance mechanic. 
Kevin M. Schafer, B.B.A., 1998, is employed at 
Mercantile Bank of West Michigan as a commercial 
credit manager. Schafer had been a fi nancial 
analyst for Siemens Dematic. 
Sara F. Archer, B.B.A., 1999, serves as a senior 
trainer with Fifth Third Bank of Grand Rapids. 
She began as a spec ialty trainer with the company 
in 1997, and is now responsib le for the management 
and tra ining of over 170 employees. Archer is 
currentl y pursuing a Master of Educat ion from 
Aquinas College of Grand Rapids. 
Christine A. (Grohowski) Nicometo, B.A., 1999, 
is a technical communications faculty member fo r 
the Engineering Professional Development 
department at University of Wisconsin-Mad ison. 
2000s 
Craig S. Bowden, B.S., 2000, is in the final 
stages of his work toward a Master of Industrial/ 
Organ izational Psychology at Elmhurst College 
in Illinois. Bowden works for Manpower of 
Romeov ille. 
Jennifer K. (Klemm) Dougherty, B.S., 2000, 
has been promoted to advertising consultant 
for Business Direct Weekly of Grand Rapids. 
Dougherty had been a recruitment speciali st 
for the Ann Arbor News. 
Michael D. Fine, M.Ed., 2000, has been named 
principal at Kelloggsv ille High School. Fine had 
been the assistant principal at Zeeland High School. 
Jeremy M. Koger, B.S., 2000, has been hired as a 
sales representative with Jefferson Pi lot Financial 
in Houston, Texas. 
Laura M. Krist, B.S., 2000, has been named 
ass istant director of Workforce Investment Act fo r 
Ross Innovati ve Employment Solutions of Grand 
Rapids. Krist has been with Ross !ES since 200 l. 
Alexander M. Bashir; B.A., 2001, recentl y received 
his juris doctorate from Thomas M. Cooley Law 
School and is now an LLM candidate in litigation 
and dispute resolution at the George Washington 
Uni versity Law School in Washington, D.C. 
Jodi L. Smith, B.S., 2001, is the marketing 
manager for the National Association of Co ll ege 
and Uni versity Food Services in East Lansing. 
Kristine L. (Martin) VanDerKooi, B.A., 2001, 
is an ophthalmic technician at the Hol land Eye 
Surgery and Laser Center. 
David C. De Vore, B.B.A., 2002, has spent the 
last two years as an OnSta r area sal es manager 
in the San Francisco and Hawaii zones. De Vore 
is now the nationa l sa les manager for OnStar 
Wi re less in Detroit. 
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Brian P. Dutkiewicz, B.B.A., 2002, is a fi nancial 
advisor with Oakbrook Financial Group of Chicago, 
IJiinois. Dutkiewicz had been an employee benefits 
sales representative fo r Assurant Benefits. 
Paul A. Roberts, B.S.E., 2002, has joined Lacks 
Trim Systems as a manufac turing engineer. 
Christine M. (Plotkowski) Nygaard , B.B.A., 2003, 
is the payro ll and human resources administrator 
for Mayco Plastics, Inc. of Sterling He ights. 
Jennifer M. Schembri, B.A., 2003, is a Spanish 
teacher fo r Ni Jes High Schoo l. Schembri took 
several of her high school students on a week- long 
educational tour of Costa Rica in July 2004. 
D. Behn Tubman, B.S., 2003, has been named 
the new athletic director at Holy Family M idd le 
School of Bay City. 
Julie Bennink, B.A., 2004, works for Dome H 
& K of Chicago, Illinois. 
William J. Damhuis, B.B.A., 2004, has been 
named an equity trader with Scottrade of West 
Pa lm Beach, Florida. Damhuis was an intern 
for the company prior to hi s appointment. 
Ryan J. Hartgerink, B.S., 2004, is the associate 
des igner fo r Bohringe r Creative of Elmhurst, 
lllinois. 
Amy M. Olson, B.A., 2004, is the new 
kindergarten and lead daycare teacher for St. 
Patrick's Elementary School in Portland. 
David W. Potter, B.A., 2004, created a documentary, 
" Winter in the Dark," which was screened at the 
New York International Independent Film and 
Video Festival in Los Angeles in October 2004. 
Rachael Silbar-Voorhees, B.S, 2004, is the 
national book bank and marketpl ace coordinator 
for First Book of Washington , D.C. 
Kristin M. Strine, B.S., 2004, is a seventh grade 
special education teacher for Diablo View Middle 
School in Clayton, California. 
Matthew J. Williams, B.S. , 2004, works for 
Steelcase of Grand Rapids as a communication 
speciali st. Wi ll iams was previously an intern 
fo r the company. 
Marriage_s __ 
1980s 
Sharon J. Slenk, B.A., 1982, and M.Ed., 1986, 
and Michael G. Price on Jul y 17, 2004. 
Christopher S. Colbeck, B.S., 1988, and Laura 
Lovasz on August 28, 2004. 
1990s 
Russell A. Lee, B.S. , 1990, and Emily Cantner on 
November 6, 2004. 
Julie M. Pugh, B.S.N., 1990, and Timothy R. 
Scholten, B.S.N., 1997, on October 4, 2003. 
David A. Bergklint, B.B.A., 1991, and Dawn M. 
Hebding on April 17, 2004. 
Tina Dee, B.A., 1991, and M.S., 1999, and Scott 
Lampe on June 12, 2004. 
Kimberly LeForge, B.A., 1991, and Andrew 
Trent on June 16, 200 l. 
Caroline E. Morrison, B.A., 1991, and Mark 
Weymouth on November 15, 2003. 
Penelope J. Frohardt, B.S., 1995, and Tom 
Austin on May 3 1, 2004. 
Stacey L. Mahoney, B.S., 1996, and David Ri vet 
on August 20, 2004. 
Jennifer E. Quinn, B.S., 1996, and Michae l D. 
Wordelman on April 26, 2004. 
James A. Skidmore, B.S.E., 1996, and Stephanie 
Brown on April 24, 2004. 
Jennifer J. White, B.A., 1996, and Charles 
Browne on June I l , 2004. 
Renae K. Benedict, B.S.N., 1998, and Chad 
Kozik on July IO, 2004. 
Christopher A. Hartman, B.S., 1998, and Karen 
Diederich on June I 9, 2004. 
Melisa A. Hop, B.A., 1998, and Mitchell D. 
Johnson on October 11 , 2003. 
Lori J. Janssen, B.S.N., 1998, and Eric J. 
Armstrong, B.S., 2002, on August 3, 2002. 
Daniel B. Mills, B.S., 1998, and Michelle A. 
Martin on June 18, 2004. 
Robee M. Prys, B.B.A. , 1998, and Lynn 
Stevenson on August 27, 2004. 
Brian J. Adams, M.S., 1999, and Sue Bolstrum 
on April 17, 2004. 
Eric T. Broekhuizen, B.S., 1999, and Kimberly 
A. Elger on August 2 1, 2004. 
Leslie D. Lockwood, B.S.W., 1999, and Stephen 
W. Brown on May I, 2004. 
Meghan C. Lyons, B.B.A., 1999, and Joseph F. 
Stepulla on May 3 1, 2004. 
Kevin J. Miller, B.A., 1999, and Christina L. 
Zamiara , B.S., 1999, and M.Ed., 2003, on June 
14, 2003. 
Marcia D. Parker, B.S., 1999, and Matthew A. 
Grajewski, B.B.A., 2001, on April 26, 2003. 
Thomas A. Rich, B.B.A., 1999, and Kelli-Ann 
Woodruff, B.A., 1999, on May 30, 2004. 
Alison J. Smith, B.S., 1999, and Michael Randall 
on September 14, 2003. 
Stephanie M. Sparks, B.B.A., 1999, and B.A., 
2000, and Samuel Newton on Jul y 24, 2004. 
Andrea L. VanderStel, B.A., 1999, and Matthew 
Snyder on March 20, 2004. 
2000s 
Deanna J. Barnhill , B.S., 2000, and B.S.N., 
2003, and Schaefer A. Arnould on June 12, 2004. 
Eric A. Fox, B.S., 2000, and Catherine M. 
Caskey, B.S.W., 2002, on September 25 , 2004. 
Amanda K. Geyer, B.S., 2000, and Jeremy R. 
Yingst, B.A., 2000, on May 22, 2004. 
Tisha K. Jacobs, B.S., 2000, and Gerrit Lankamp, 
Jr. on June 15, 2004. 
Jeremy M. Koger, B.S., 2000, and Dana 
Congleton on July 5, 2003. 
Tanisha N. Wise, B.B.A., 2000, and Simeon 
Embry on July 28, 2002. 
Erika N. Carlson, B.A., 2001, and Ari B. Crane 
on August 7, 2004. 
Robin K. Channell, B.S., 2001, and Jeff S imon 
on August 7, 2004. 
Molly E. Hanichen, B.S., 2001, and Brian P. 
Dutkiewicz, B.B.A., 2002, on October 23, 2004. 
Meghan L. Kirsch, B.S., 2001, and Isaac B. 
Trowbridge on November 6, 2004. 
Kristine L. Martin, B.A., 2001, and Ryan 
VanDerKooi on October 2, 2004. 
Wendy S. McLean, M.S.W., 2001, and Joshua D. 
Tremblay on July 17, 2004. 
Heather L. Mordue, B.A., 2001, and Ryan M. 
McIntosh, B.B.A., 2002, on November 6, 2004. 
Jason S. Newberry, B.S., 2001, and Lynn M. 
Szynal, B.S., 2003, on July 2, 2004. 
Melissa M. Sheaffer, B.S.N., 2001, and Scott A. 
Wynsma on September lO, 2004. 
Nicholas B. Smith, B.B.A., 2001, and Kayln L. 
Gzym, B.S.E., 2003, on May 15, 2004. 
Nicholas R. Smith, B.S., 2001, and Jessica A. 
Talsma on May 15, 2004. 
Lisa L. Toenneson, B.S., 2001, and Brien Keeler 
on July 26, 2003. 
Jason L. Van Toi, B.S., 2001, and Luci Poortenga 
on August 28, 2004. 
Sarah L. Donajkowski, B.S., 2002, and Tim 
Benson on May 8, 2004. 
Bradly S. Hirdes, B.A., 2002, and Carrie D. 
Thrower on June 12, 2004. 
Shilin R. Hora, B.F.A., 2002, and Amilcar Perez 
on June 14, 2004. 
Brian P. Kavanaugh, B.A., 2002, and 
Thea C. Lugo, B.S., 2002, and B.A., 2002, 
on July 3, 2004. 
Paul L. Pretzer, B.A., 2002, and Deborah L. 
Vanderzwaag, B.A., 2004, on June 5, 2004. 
Brianne E. Schadler, B.S., 2002, and Ben D. 
Goldstein, B.B.A., 2003, on February 2 1, 2004. 
Nicole J. Ahrenberg, B.S., 2003, and Matthew 
D. Krupp, B.B.A., 2003, on May 8, 2004. 
Kory C. Bienz, B.B.A., 2003, and Traci M. 
Skrzypek, B.B.A., 2003, on September 4, 2004. 
Angela D. Burke, B.B.A., 2003, and Romelle 
Taylor, B.S., 2003, on July 24, 2004. 
Julie M. Chye, M.Ed., 2003, and Ryan T 
Anderson on July 17 , 2004. 
Jacob J. Dryer, B.S., 2003, and Marylou Mapes, 
B.S., 2003, on August 8, 2004. 
Adam T. Fett, B.B.A., 2003, and Denice L. 
Durkee, B.A., 2004, on May 22, 2004. 
Casey L. Freitag, B.S., 2003, and Matthew B. 
Sliwa, B.S., 2003, on September 17, 2004. 
Lianna K. Fusko, B.S., 2003, and Shawn 
Mcleese on October 16, 2004. 
Tara L. Gooding, B.A., 2003, and Jerrod P. 
Eisenlohr on Jul y 24, 2004. 
Kelly A. Goven, B.S., 2003, and Scott N. Smith 
on July LO, 2004. 
Katherine M. Heffron, B.S., 2003, and Jedediah 
J. Merideth, B.B.A., 2003, on November I , 2003. 
Bryan D. Hoogerwerf, B.S., 2003, and Jayne 
Rudenga on May 22, 2004. 
David J. Maatman, B.B.A., 2003, and Sara A. 
Kuiphof on August 13, 2004. 
Erin D. McDaid, B.S., 2003, and Robert C. Judd 
on July 17, 2004. 
Sarah M. McLouth, B.S., 2003, and Peter M. 
Whitehead, B.A., 2003, on May 29, 2004. 
Aaron D. Parker, B.S., 2003, and Pamela A. 
Schiele on August 15, 2004. 
Christine M. Plotkowski, B.B.A., 2003, and 
Bradley Nygaard on July 12, 2003 . 
Brooke E. Schaap, B.S., 2003, and Aaron Hein 
on June 19, 2004. 
Jennifer C. Slevats, B.S.W., 2003, and Joshua L. 
Bush on June 5, 2004. 
Luke A. Winstrom, B.B.A., 2003, and Sara 
Benting on May 22, 2004. 
Angela M. Grover, M.S.W., 2004, and Bill 
Chopp on May 29, 2004. 
Jennifer M. Kotlewski, B.A., 2004, and George 
P. Brewster, Jr. on Jul y 3, 2004. 
Julie E. Schmieding, B.S., 2004, and Derek Sines 
on May 29, 2004. 
Latoria Q. Thomas, M.Ed., 2004, and William J. 
Lee on June 27, 2004. 
Births 
1990s 
A daughter, Ailey Noelle, on August 17, 2004, to 
Amy E. (Niemitalo) Yasneski, B.S., 1990, and 
her husband Adam. The fami ly resides in Owings 
Mills , Maryland. 
A son, Clayton Andrew, on June 6, 2004, to 
Elizabeth A. (Hurlbert) Bayston, B.B.A., 1991, 
and her husband Daniel. The fa mily resides in 
Chicago, lllinois. 
A daughter, Delaney Lyn, on September 9, 2004, 
to Kristi L. (Barnhart) Jensen, B.B.A., 1991, 
and her husband Eric. Delaney is welcomed by 
brothers Zachary and Drew. The family resides in 
Hudsonville. 
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A son, Victor Stephen, adopted on Jul y I 6, 2004, 
to Bethany L. (LeButt) Rigg, B.S., 1991, and 
Stephen G. Rigg, B.S., 1993. Victor is welcomed 
by brother Walquer. The family resides in Lansing. 
A son, Aidan Blair, on September 25, 2003, to 
Kimberly (LeForge) Trent, B.A., 1991, and her 
husband Andrew. The family res ides in Caledonia. 
A son, Aaron Williams, on October 13, 2004, to 
Lori A. (Hammond) Cramer, B.S., 1992, and 
James R. Cramer, B.S., 1992. Aaron is welcomed 
by brothers Alex and Adrien. The family res ides 
in Hainesville, lllinois. 
A daughter, Kate lyn Mary, on April 2, 2004, to 
Lori A. (Pfeffer) Dunn, B.B.A., 1992, and her 
hu sband Robert. Katelyn is welcomed by siblings 
Alyssa and Trevor. The family res ides in Grandville. 
A daughter, Nico le Elizabeth, on October 14, 
2004, to Charlene M. Littrell, B.A. , 1992, and 
Carl S. Atkins, B.B.A., 1992. The fa mily resides 
in Phoenix , Arizona. 
A daughter, Margaret Grace, on February 13, 2004, 
to Sara J. (Weaver) Beute, B.S.N., 1993, and her 
husband Dan. Margaret is welcomed by brothers 
Aaron and Noah. The fami ly resides in Dorr. 
A son, Samuel David, on Jul y 9, 2003, to Staci J. 
(Williams) Oseid, B.S., 1993, and her husband 
Kristian. Samuel is welcomed by sister Rebecca. 
The family resides in Royal Oak. 
A daughter, Kirsten Lena, on September 13 , 2004, 
to Karen J. (Gill) Jones, B.S., 1994, and George 
A. Jones, B.B.A., 1994. Kirsten is welcomed by 
sister Kira. The family resides in Livonia. 
A son, Harrison Robert, on August 12, 2004, to 
Amanda S. (Gravelyn) Sorrelle, B.A., 1994, and 
M.Ed., 2000, and Patrick A. Sorrelle, B.S., 2000. 
The family resides in Grand Haven. 
A son, Nathan James, on June 24, 2004, to Terri 
J. (VanderArk) Av ink, B.S., 1995, and M.Ed., 
1999, and her husband Jim. Nathan is welcomed 
by brother Joshua. The fam il y resides in Hudsonvill e. 
A daughter, Katelyn Joyce, on April 7, 2004, to 
Kathleen J. (Wagner) Ferrier, B.S., 1995, and 
M.S., 1998, and her husband Todd. Katelyn is 
welcomed by brother Gavin. The family resides 
in Canton. 
A daughter, Emma Sue, on September 7, 2004, to 
Raquel S. (Aldrich) Hildebrand, B.S., 1995, and 
her hu sband Tim. Emma is welcomed by brother 
T.J. The famil y res ides in Grand Rap ids. 
A daughter, Marisa Leigh, on October I , 2004, to 
Fernando Moreno, III, B.S., 1995, and hi s wife 
Marcy. The family resides in Riverview, Florida. 
A daughter, Paige Eli zabeth, on December 30, 
2003, to Melissa A. (Sulaski) Campbell, B.S., 
1996, and her husband Eric. The family resides in 
Wyoming. 
A son, Connor Jacob, on June 22, 2004, to Kari 
A. (Wilson) Greve, B.S.W., 1996, and her 
husband Todd. Connor is welcomed by brother 
Brendan. The family res ides in Myrtle Beach, 
South Carolina. 
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A daughter, Grace Ell ynn , on Jul y 16, 2003, to 
Heather A. (Hoekstra) Lawrence, B.A., 1996, 
and Anthony S. Lawrence, Jr., B.B.A., 1995. 
The famil y resides in Grand Rapids. 
A daughter, Kyah Lynette, on May 10, 1997, to 
Fellicia M. Searles-Powell, B.S., 1996, and her 
husband T haddeus. Kyah is welcomed by siblings 
Taylor and Thaddeus. The family resides in Detroit. 
A son, Cayden Matthew, on June 2, 2004, to 
Heather L. (Needham) Smaka, B.S., 1996, and 
M.Ed., 2002, and her husband Aaron . The family 
resides in Grand Haven. 
A son, Zachary Charles, on June 15, 2004, to 
Angela K. (Smith) VanFleet, B.S., 1996, and her 
husband Michael. The family resides in Wyoming. 
A son, Caden James, on August l l , 2004, to 
Shannon L. (Snyder) Burton, B.A., 1997, B.S., 
1997, and B.A., 2000, and her husband Andrew. 
Caden is welcomed by brother Calder. The fa mily 
resides in Grand Rapids. 
A daughter, Juli a Jean-Mari e, on March 3 l , 2004, 
to Angie M. (Hebebrand) Grabelle, B.A., 1997, 
and her husband Anthony. Julia is we lcomed by 
brothers Andrew, Devin, and Zachary. The family 
resides in Hebron, Indiana . 
Twins, Caleb David and Ella Marie, on October 7, 
2004, to Sara K. (Hemmeke) Smith , B.B.A., 
1997, and Lawrence E. Smith, B.S., 1996. Caleb 
and Ella are welcomed by sister Rachel. The 
fa mil y res ides in Zeeland. 
A son, Maxwell J., on Jul y 27, 2004, to 
Kimberlee J. (Vermeulen) Vanderbilt, B.S.N., 
1997, and Jeffrey E. Vanderbilt, B.S.N., 1997. 
The fa mily resides in White Pigeon. 
A daughter, Faith Jean, on June l 7, 2004, to 
Angela J. (Anderson) Wright, B.S., 1997, and 
her husband Anthony. The family resides in Warren. 
A daughter, Elizabeth Ann , on March 30, 2004, to 
Cathy L. (Sharp) Cardosa, B.B.A., 1998, and 
her husband Dennis. Eli zabeth is welcomed by 
sister Abigail. The family resides in Grand Rapids. 
A son , Camden Charles, on February 2, 2004, 
to Cynthia R. (Lieffers) Hector, B.A., 1998, 
and her husband Andrew. The family resides in 
Plymouth. 
A daughter, Emma Louise, on November 1, 2004, 
to Brandee C. (Erdman) Howe, B.S., 1998, and 
Tyran M. Howe, B.S.E., 1999. The famil y resides 
in Dorr. 
A son, Douglas Steward, on September 18, 2003, 
to Stacey I. (Stewart) Matthews, B.S., 1998, and 
M.S., 2000, and her husband Chad. The family 
resides in Perry. 
A daughter, Rachel Elizabeth, on June 2, 2004, to 
Aimee J. (Cook) Noreen, B.A., 1998, and her 
husband Steve. Rachel is welcomed by brother 
Alexander. The famil y resides in Zeeland . 
A son, Derek Thomas, on September 24, 2003, to 
Julie K. Osbourne, M.Ed., 1998, and Robert M. 
Osbourne, B.B.A., 1988. Derek is welcomed by 
siblings Natalie, Ben, and David. The famil y 
resides in Howard City. 
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A daughter, Amara Haven, on May 18, 2004, to 
Marcia D. (Parker) Grajewski, B.S., 1999, and 
Matthew A. Grajewski, B.B.A., 2001. The famil y 
resides in Grand Rapids. 
A daughter, Emilia Loi s, on August 9, 2004, to 
Christine A. (Grohowski) Nicometo, B.A., 1999, 
and her husband Ryan. The fam ily resides in 
Verona, Wisconsin. 
A son, Landon Jeffrey, on July 17, 2004, to Ellie 
L. (Feldpausch) Thelen, B.S.N., 1999, and her 
husband Jeffrey. The famil y res ides in Alto. 
2000s 
A daughter, Nia Simone, on December 2, 2002, 
to Tanisha N. (Wise) Embry, B.B.A., 2000, 
and her husband Simeon. The fa mil y resides in 
Clarkston, Georgia. 
A son, Jarrett Alan , on August 25, 2003, to Alison 
L. (Good) Gadziemski, B.S., 2000, and her 
husband Jim . T he famil y resides in Waukesha, 
Wisconsin . 
A son, Caleb Matthew, on September 16, 2004, to 
Jeremy M. Koger, B.S., 2000, and his wife Dana. 
The famil y resides in Katy, Texas. 
A daughter, Jaedyn Lyn, on August 23, 2004, to 
Ryan R. Muhme, B.S., 2000, and his wife 
Ashleigh. The famil y res ides in Winnetka , 
Califo rnia . 
A daughter, Grace Catherine , on April 20, 2004, to 
Jennifer K. (Hamilton) Smith, B.S., 2000, and 
her husband Michael. Grace is welcomed by sister 
Lillian. The family resides in Galesburg. 
A daughter, Kyli e Renee, on June 15, 2004, to 
Lisa L. (Toenneson) Keeler, B.S., 2001, and her 
husband Brien. The fa mil y res ides in Wyoming. 
A son, Jordan Randy, on August LO, 2004, to 
Randy J. KeqJerien, B.S., 2001, and B.S., 2002, 
and his wife Angela. Jordan is welcomed by 
sibling Jaelen. The fa mil y resides in Lakewood, 
Washington. 
A daughter, Kyla Eileen, on October 14, 2004, to 
Nadine M. (Hafner) Thompson, B.S., 2001, and 
Timothy M. Thompson, B.S., 2001. Ky la is 
welcomed by brother Austin. The famil y resides 
in Grandvill e. 
A daughter, Juliana Ruth , on April 12, 2004, to 
Vicka D. Bell-Robinson, M.Ed., 2002, and her 
husband Frank. The famil y resides in Naperville, 
Illinois. 
A daughter, Madeline Elizabeth , on April 14, 
2004, to Natalie E. (Schroder) Hibbard, B.S., 
2000, and her husband Charles . The family resides 
in Muskegon. 
A daughter, Sarah Renee, on Jul y 29, 2004, to 
Lisa E. (Masselink) De Vries, B.S., 2002, and 
Rick A. De Vries, B.S., 2001. The fami ly resides 
in Grand Rapids. 
A daughter, Brianna Marie, on February l 7, 2004, 
to Kristen M. (Smith) Tate, B.A., 2002, and her 
husband Adam. The family resides in Grandville. 
In Memoriam 
Charles M. Audy, Caledonia , Michigan, B .S ., 
1969, on August 2 1, 2004. 
Betty J. Mattson, Grand Haven, M ichigan, B.S., 
1976, and M.Ed. , 1990, on October 11 , 2004. 
Freddie L. Montgomery, Grand Rapids, 
Michigan, B.S. , 1975, on September 26, 2004 . 
Sheretta L. Neely, Muskegon, Michigan, B.S., 
1993, on July 24, 2004. 
Brian D. Ostrander, Whitehall , Michigan , B.S .. 
1974, on September 23, 2004. 
Stephen M. Patterson, Grand Rapids, B.A., 
1968 , on May 2 1, 2004 . 
John S. Popowich, Fenton , Michigan, B.S ., 1994, 
on July 28, 2004 . 
Michael H. Rebone, San Diego, Califo rnia, B.S., 
l 984, on October 4 , 2004. 
Lee Anne Schuler, Mission, Kansas, B.S ., 1979, 
on November 6, 2003. 
Willie F. Webster, Jr., Grand Rapids, Michigan, 
M.Ed. , 1980, on October 20, 2004 . 
Richard W. Wepfer, Clinton , Missouri , M .B.A ., 
1978, on August 18, 2003. 
Shawn D. Wiersma, Holland, Michigan, B.B.A., 
1991 , on September 6, 2004. 
Correction: 
In the Fall 2004 issue, a career announcement was 
incorrectly li sted for Doyle A. Hayes, B.B.A., 
1975, naming him a member of the M arcom 
Solutions Board of Directors. Hayes is actuall y a 
new officer of the Economic Club of Grand 
Rapids. We apologize to Doyle for thi s error. 
000 
To submit a brief fo r an upcoming issue of 
Grand Valley Magazine, send an e-mail to Katie 
Humphrey at humphkte@gvsu.edu, or mail it 
to GVS U Alumni Relations, Alumni House, 
I Campus Drive, Allendale, MI 49401. Bri efs may 
also be submitted online at www.gvsu.edu/alumni. 
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For some college athletes, the thought of seeing a professor or 
instructor at practice might conjure some dark thoughts. But when 
Gordy Alderink steps onto a baseball field at Grand Valley, players know 
he's there because he can feel their pain .. . and maybe eliminate it. 
Alderink, an assistant professor who 
teaches physical therapy at Grand Valley, 
was an aspi ring player in his youth whose 
sporting impulses gave way to the desire 
to learn more about the mechanical marvel 
that is the human body. After receiving an 
undergraduate degree in biology at Hope 
College, he started down a path of study 
of kinesiology, the study of anatomy, 
physiology and mechanics of body 
movement. That, and hi s love of pitching, 
led him to a two-decade association with 
the baseball program in Allendale, where 
he serves as a voluntary assistant. His 
primary work with Steve Lyon's national 
runners-up in 2004 is as a pitching coach, 
one whose approach is acutely scientific. 
"I've studied throwing injuries for 25 
years," he said . "Being in the medical 
fie ld, I have an advantage." That advantage 
manifests itself when Alderink is able to 
bring to his pitchers scientific evidence 
that hasn't always been a part of accepted 
baseball practices . 
"Baseball 's a game where, for a long 
time, people have believed wives ' tales 
about certain things," said Alderink. 
Take, for instance, the practice of 
pitchers wearing coats or jackets between 
innings to keep their pitching arm warm. 
"Through study and research, I know 
there's not much chance a pitcher's 'core 
temperature ' is going to go clown 
significantly when his team is at bat," he 
insisted. "I doubt the jacket is going to 
affect performance much." On the other 
hand, Alderink acknowledges that modern 
science can make a little room on the 
bench for decades of knowledge baseball 
players have come up with on their own. 
"We play here in Allendale in the 
spring when the wind-chill can take the 
temperature as low as 15 or 20 degrees," 
he allowed. "We certainly wouldn 't tell 
our pitchers not to wear a jacket when 
it's that co ld!" 
Ironically, one of the pioneers in the 
fie ld of kines iology as it relates to baseball 
is former Detroit Tigers and Los Angeles 
Dodgers pitcher Mike Marshall , who was 
arguably the first person who could be 
considered a scholar in both areas of 
endeavor. "I've heard Marshall lecture on 
a lot of the things that are being studied 
today;' said Alderink, who more often 
studies the work of Tom House, another 
former major leaguer whose findings 
. . 
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have taken him down a path parallel to 
Alderink's. 
"He's done a lot of interesting work," 
Alderink said of House, who gained 
notoriety a few years back by having hi s 
pitchers work out by tossing everything 
from footballs to medicine balls. While 
pursuing his master 's degree at the 
University of Michigan, Alderink lived for 
a time in Ann Arbor, where he sought and 
received advice on pitching from another 
of his early mentors, former Michigan 
baseball coach Bud Middaugh. 
"Obviously, there are a lot of different 
ways to throw a baseball," said Gordy. 
·'My job is to help players maintain their 
health through proper mechanics." To that 
end, he's introduced some unorthodox 
practices to Lakers pitchers during both 
the tenures of Lyon and predecessor Andy 
Chopp. Not only do Grand Valley hurlers 
do a Jot of "flat-ground throwing" (less 
stressful than pitching off a traditional 
baseball mound) , they also spend a fair 
amount of time looking at their deliveries 
in front of a mirror. "Some guys really 
benefit from seeing the correction 
they' re trying to make as they're doing 
it," Alderink reported. 
In addition to helping college pitchers , 
Alderink makes it a point each season to 
keep an eye on the latest generation of 
players, some as young as 10-years-old. 
He's maintained a long-standing friendship 
with his former Connie Mack League coach, 
John Anderson, whose Grand Rapids A's 
teams have been the springboard to fame 
fo r more than just a few major leaguers. 
"John was great to me when I played 
for him, and he's always been interested in 
doing what's best for his players ," said 
Alderink. He warns that overuse of young 
arms is prevalent in today's youth basebaJI 
programs and urges parents "to stand up 
to coaches" who insist on overworking 
promising young pitchers for the benefit 
of short-term gain. 
"Micro-damage to ligaments and muscles 
needs time to repair," Alderink pointed 
out. "Everyone in basebaJI needs to do a 
better job of preventing these injuries, 
especially for kids." 
It 's not unusual these days to see top 
pi tchers in professional baseball maintain 
a standard of excellence as they approach 
and even go beyond the age of 40. "Look 
at Roger Clemens," Alderink observed. 
"He 's over 40 and just won the Cy Young 
Award (as the National League's top 
pitcher in 2004) again." Gordy lists 
current stars as Curt Schilling and 
Randy Johnson as prime examples of 
mechanically sound hurlers, as well as 
legendary greats Tom Seaver and Steve 
Carlton. He also has a word to the wise 
about those who don't take pitching 
mechanics seriously. 
"I saw a guy a few years ago who 
threw very hard and was very successful. I 
thought to myself, 'He won't be around 
for more than another couple of years."' 
The player was the Cincinnati Reds ' 
fireballin_g reliever Rob Dibble. 
Maybe you've seen Dibble lately. He's 
now a baseball commentator for ESPN. 
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OFF I THE PATH 
Gordy Alderink 
"Obviously, there are a lot of different ways to throw 
a baseball. My job is to help players maintain 
their health t hrough proper mechanics." 
- Gordy Alderink 
Gordy Alderink expla ins the process of motion ana lysis. 
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Vern C. Ohlman, chairman of the board and 
sen ior designer of Design Plus, Inc. of Grand 
Rapids, received a Doctor of Humane Letters 
from Grand Valley in December 2004. 
Ohlman has designed 40 building projects 
for Grand Valley, beginning in the ear ly '70s 
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with the Kirkhof Center. Since then, Ohlman's 
work has included designing the Pew Grand 
Rapids Campus master plan, the Cook-DeVos 
Center for Health Sciences, the Allenda le 
Campus master plan and the A lu mni House 
and Visitor Center. 
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